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ABSTRACT

Three contributions are made to the generation of
Roman printed fonts:
a descriptive model, a generating
program, CSD, and a line setting program, FRANCE.
The model is based on a linguistic study of the consistency of Roman printed characters.
Characters are decomposed into primitives. To represent a letter by a character, one uses a specific combination of primitives; a
grammar is given, which governs these combinations within
the Roman style.
The repeated use of the same drawing to
represent a primitive in more than one combination differentiates the characters of a font from other fonts; furthermore, parameters are used to specify the drawings and there
exist relationships among the parameters for the different
drawings of a font.
Related parameters are gathered into
families; global transformations for each of the families
well describe elementary operations on fonts like boldening,
size variations, etc.
This parametric description is used by CSD to effectively generate high quality upper and lower case characters
for body text fonts, from a very compact code (140 bits per
character on the average).
Reproductions of four classic
fonts are given.
An elementary operation on a font is
specified with less than one bit per character; three examples are given on one font:
italicization, boldening,
and size variation.
One of the fonts generated with CSD is recoded with
FRANCE, to test an intraword spacing algorithm.
Spacing is
based on pairs of adjacent characters rather than individual
characters.
FRANCE is able to generate a digitized version
of a line of text in one sweep over the scan lines, in a
highly parallel way.
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-7Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Computers have made it easier to store large amounts of
data.

However, the two basic limits to storing remain,

their principle, unchanged.

in

On the one hand, the listing of

the data eventually fills any available space; on the other
hand, too much coding of it will take away its uniqueness.
This is specially true of data which is multi-dimensional
in nature

(for example what man sees).

straints would operate at the same time.

Ideally, both conGood systems exist

to record fields of view; they perform a minimal encoding
task in the sense that they do not try to classify nor recognize what is seen:

cameras, analog to digital scanners, with

or without general processing of the data like line per line
encoding.

Yet space,

for these systems is a more stringent

condition than loss of identity.

On the other hand, systems

which describe simple geometric shapes in their field of
view by labeling them, much as humans do, have been proven
successful.
great; but,

For these simple scenes, compression ratios are
for more complicated scenes, failure to capture

the identity is a problem.

The ultimate goal of this work

is to further study how simplicity and variety can be combined using a computer, thereby achieving a balance between
the two limits of storing.

-8The data which has inspired this thesis is made up of
the universe of Western type fonts.1

The reader foreign

to it may want to learn some terminology in
acquainted with the art of typography in
sample this new world in [3].

[1], get further

[2], and eventually

In fact, its variety is too

great to be covered in one attempt and the present work has
been restricted to Roman printed fonts, especially those
which are used to set text matter.

This choice is restric-

tive indeed, yet it retains the fonts which are the closest
to the model,

the formal inscriptions carved on the monuments

during the Roman Empire.

It is also these fonts which make

the bulk of what is read every day in the Western world, be
it in newspapers, magazines, or books, and which inspire the
larger set of display types.
This smaller world has been explored and described with
many rules and little freedom, or so it seems; and the
artist's fancy is rich enough to break any of those rules.
Yet the true use of rules and laws is not to stifle variety,
which will never be achieved that way:
surprising facts from the ordinary ones.

it is to tell the
The shadows may

reveal as much as the light of what is illuminated.

What

is highlighted in this thesis is the basic structure of this

1 Should

the reader like to replace the Western fonts in the
larger world of fonts, he may refer to E. M. Herrick, A Taxonomy of Alphabets and Scripts (Visible Language VIII-1,
Winter 1974, pp. 5-32), and to a directory of non-western
fonts such as the Specimen Book of "Monotype" non-Latin Faces.

-9set of fonts.

In chapter II, and again in chapter V,

a

model is presented which has the power to generate good
approximations for the members of the set, old and new,
under a very compact, man-oriented notation.

The generation

is actually carried out in chapter III by a computer program
which can draw the fonts from their definition under this
notation.

In chapter IV the actual printing process is in-

vestigated with a focus on the spacing of characters on a
line of type.

Both cases develop a data base which could

help the typographer to manipulate fonts digitally from
their creation to their final use.
The thesis has not been written for any particular
audience; rather it is oriented towards its object:
generation of Roman printed fonts.

the

As it needs tools for

this purpose, it freely uses elementary concepts drawn from
sundry fields, mainly mathematics, linguistics, and computer
programming.

The casual reader should not be afraid of

reading the entire thesis as long as he is interested in
Roman type.

A more specialized reader may want to single

out the parts which draw from his field.
however,

He should expect,

to find that the field itself deserves a better

treatment, and take it as an invitation for himself to gi.e
further attention to Roman type.
chapters II and V.

A linguist may only read

The technique of chapter II.B is a

general way to investigate a specific type style;

chapter II.C

-W10-

summarizes the description of Roman printed fonts in the
form of a grammar.

This grammar does not separate what

comes from the Roman style and what from the letters; this
requires a comparative study of Roman printed fonts with
other styles.

Although the rules derived therefrom are

likely to transcend the ones in II.C, the latter are still
simpler to use within the limited, yet important scope of
Roman printed fonts.

On the other hand, a computer pro-

grammer may only read chapters III, IV,

and V.

The programs

presented in these chapters are first designed to output
high quality type from digitized code.

In chapters III and

V, compactness of the code is sought, while speed of print
is of interest in chapter IV.

However, the specifications

which are given do not have a normative value; rather they
are included to show that at least one can perform as well
as these programs.

-11-

Chapter II
A GRAMMATICAL

A.

DESCRIPTION

Introduction
Type, at least in the Western tradition, has always

been a humble tool whose task is to record the identity
of the written message,

so that the reader may retrieve

it with great ease and accuracy,

focusing on the contents

of the message rather than paying attention to the shapes
scanned by his eyes.

True, initials, titles, etc. may be

ornamented but the fact remains that a text will,
general, be appreciated

for the quality of its

by no one short of a typographer.
may explain why so little

in

typography

Such a lowly condition

has been said about type as a

whole, and Roman type in particular.

Those who dare speak

about it are the type designers themselves

[81,1

though

with the restraint of the specialist in his field, and
those who teach them [2,6].

By nature and by trade, they

are not oriented towards stating complete sets of compelling
rules.

Indeed, those who tried to do so, as during the

Renaissance [13,14,151,1 have not been rewarded with a
lasting audience.

Type, however, has its revenge, so to

speak, inasmuch as it fails to be the obedient tool it is

1 The

intent of these references is in no way to cover the
field, but to give examples, which need not be the most
famous.

-12meant to be.

Because old medieval hands challenge the

modern reader to decipher rather than to read, they have
been studied by paleographers and have given them clues
for dating, too.

Because life does not always allow for

good reading conditions,

type has been extensively studied

by psychologists for its legibility

(see [33]).

And be-

cause machines happen to read varied types with great
difficulty, type has fallen in the engineer's hands, for
the sake of optical character recognition
In this chapter,
its own sake.

(see [33]).

some attention is given to type for

The subject for the study is taken from the

Roman fonts in use for printing texts; it must be mentioned
that each font is examined individually, leaving aside the
gathering of fonts in series of different sizes, and families of different boldnesses and extensions.

Because this

work is derived from an attempt to draw fonts, old and new,
with a computer, their structure is studied from a generative point of view.

This approach seems to have been little

explored, while much more effort has gone into descriptive
grammars.

There, a set of attributes is built to discrimi-

nate the different character shapes, but no means are given
on how to represent the shapes which carry the attributes
[9,10].

Here on the contrary,

the attributes become impli-

cit consequences of the way characters are actually built
from parts.

Such an approach has been first explored by

-13C. Cox in 1974

[11], who addressed himself to the most

important parameters, called by him embellishments, of the
upper case characters.

The grammar which is exposed in

this chapter embeds his results into a more precise setting,
for both upper and lower case characters.

This grammar,

however, may be better understood if some insight is first
gained into the structure of type fonts, in a more didactic
manner.

B.

A Model to Describe Type Fonts
The goal is to translate the apparent consistency

among Roman printed type fonts.

Because this data bears a

true artistic quality, no model can be proven to fit it.
Yet to determine a set of rules which are likely to be
followed by the type designer, provides a first approximation from which it is easier to try to match the reality.
A character is herein defined as any graphical drawing
which can be recognized by human beings as one member of
the Roman alphabet.

It is restricted to the set of printed

characters for the fifty-two usual upper case and lower
case letters,

to the exclusion of special combinations

such as ligatures,
constraints,

accents, digits,

and signs.

Under such

a character bears both the name of the letter

recognized by the human reader, and the name given by the

-14-

type designer to the whole alphabet,
ter was drawn.

from which the charac-

From this follows the idea of breaking the

problem of modeling consistency among characters into consistency among all characters sharing the same letter name,
as well as consistency among all characters belonging to
the same type font.

Such a premise is exemplified in

figure 1.
Looking now along the vertical lines of figure 2, one
will think it reasonable to represent a character as formed
by basic building blocks.

The upper case E is thus made of

a stem, two arms and a nose, in a certain spatial relationship.

Such blocks will be called primitives.

The following

invariance explains the importance of this decomposition.
Observation 1:

the way primitives are used to form
a character depends only on the letter
and not on the name of the type font.

Some remarks are in order at this point.
typography

The literature in

[6,7,8] shows a close relationship between the

way in which letters are first drawn, in several strokes,
by the human hand and the completed shapes.

The primitives

try to capture the consistency of this stroke decomposition.
However, the comparison should not be pushed, since type
fonts for printing are not designed to carry time information.

1 By

Also the way letters are drawn as characters, from

name of a type font, we mean the complete specification.
For instance:
Garamond no. 3 Linotype in 10 points.

AaDd
a D

d

A a D

d

A

A a D d
Figure

1

F L T

E F L T
Figure

2
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primitives, is taken for granted in this study.

In fact,

this specification has evolved through history and is the
object of independent linguistic studies.
The use of primitives becomes more evident as one
looks along the horizontal lines of figure 2.
same type font,

Within the

the stem which is part of the upper case E

appears identical to the ones in the L, the F and the T.
The arm is almost identical in those letters as well, and
the nose is common to the E and the F.

Hence the next two

observations.
Observation 2:

a primitive may occur within the
specification of more than one letter.

Observation 3:

the way a primitive is drawn is very
stable from one occurrence to the
other within the same type font.

In its turn, the physical shape of a primitive may be
uniquely described by certain parameters.

Those parameters

should specify the likeness between the occurrences of a
primitive within a type font, in the same way primitives
carry the likeness of the characters
name.

bearing the same letter

And, as looking at all characters of the same font

is a method to enumerate the different primitives needed to
cover all letter shapes, so looking at an occurrence of a
primitive in all the fonts allows the identification of the
parameters for this primitive, so that changes in value of
these parameters account well for variations in shapes of

-17the primitive from font to font.

One will thus be led to

describe the stem by height and width, and the upper case
stem serif by its width, thickness, etc.

Observation 3 may

be restated as:
Observation 3A:

the values which specify the shape
of a primitive from occurrence to
occurrence within the same font are
very stable, independently of the
letter.

From characters, letters and type fonts were distinguished.

But both letters and type fonts are now described

in terms of primitives, whose shapes are specified by parameters.

It is at this level of detail that one can hope for

regenerating the characters.

Yet further simplicity, or

structural consistency, can be reached by climbing back from
parameters to characters.
The characters have been replaced by parameters.
partial list is given in figure 3.

A

Along the columns the

parameters are classified according to the primitive they
belong to.

However,

looking along the lines, one can see

the same names used repeatedly.

It is natural indeed to

gather the parameters along a line into one family.

There

are a family of heights, a family of thicknesses, either
thick or thin, etc.
this grouping.

Once more some invariance justifies

-18-

majuscule
thick stem
height

majuscule
normal bow
height

minuscule
ascender
stem
height

body
thick stem
height

majuscule
thick stem
thickness

majuscule
normal bow
thickness

minuscule
ascender
thikness

body
thick stem
thickness

majuscule
thick stem
serif
thickness

majuscule
normal bow
thin
thickness
I

t

Figure 3.

A part from the table of parameters.

Observation 4:

there are definite relationships
among the values of most of the
parameters in any one family for a
given font, and those relationships
are independent of the type font.

As examples, derived from measurements on fifteen different
fonts,

in larger point sizes:

height of 0 = 1.04

0.04 height of I,

total horizontal extension of m = 1.40

0.10 total

horizontal extension of o,
angles for A, M, V, W, v, w, y = Cste

30*

-19-

These rules are called rulesof

proportion.

Although the

reference is devoted to total character width, including
spacing, which is not under study here,

a very good example

of a parameter family is given in [31].
So far two primitives which were not almost identical
in some pair of occurrences within the same font could not
bear the same name, which would violate Observation 3.
However, in any upper case V, it seems that, apart from
thickness and slope, the primitive on the right is very
similar in shape to the primitive on the left.

Both make

one recall the stem of the upper case I; that is to say,
the same parameters describe them all, but two parameters,
thickness and slope, take on different values.

This remark

calls for gathering primitives with the same parametric
description, hence of similar shapes except for the values
of some parameters:
family, etc.

for instance, the stem family,

the bow

As an implicit consequence of the definition

of primitives and parameters:
Observation 5:

this partition of the set of primitives
is independent of the type font.

Within a primitive family, each common parameter may take
several values which satisfy Observation 4.

However, not

all the combinations of a possible value for each common
for example,. there is no stem to be

thin and bent on the left.

Such relations of mutual

-

parameter may occur:

-20-

exclusion can be described by a set of rules called rules
of disposition.
Eventually primitives are put together to form a
letter.

Because there is a finite number of letters,

is but a finite set of spatial combinations.

there

Far from all pos-

sible combinations are ever used. Again there is a set of
rules, also called rules of disposition, which represent
the unary relation of existence on the set of all possible
combinations.

The interest of the rules of disposition is

that they are much simpler than the canonical description,
by enumeration, of the relations they represent.

They are

at the basis of a generative grammar as shown by Cox's
study of upper case characters,
treatment in the sequel.

and will receive further

on the other hand, while all com-

binations of the primitives may not represent letters of
the Roman alphabet, some of the combinations which are used
are used more than once.

The letters are thus naturally

gathered into families, where the same combinations occur:
for instance E, F, L, T, Z,

z.

previous kinds of families,

for primitives and parameters,

The difference with the

is that the letter families do not form a partition of the
set they cover.

Depending on which part is looked at, the

letter y may be put with A, V, W, v, w, or with

j,

f, r;

C looks like S in view of its wedge serifs, or like 0 in
view of its left bow.

Because this difficulty is overlooked,

-21many different classifications of letters have been proposed
in the literature, depending on the authors'

taste.

None

appears quite satisfactory, yet all have their share of
truth.
The material which is presented in this model is not
new.

Any part of it is to be found implicitly or explicitly

in the literature about typography.

The originality of the

model is rather in a specific attempt to completeness in
order to produce a compact encoding of fonts, close to the
way humans may think about fonts, so as to be readily understood and modified in a generative application,

and as to

reach decisions closer to human judgments in a cognitive
task.

Although the latter

part has not been completed,

the

former goal will be illustrated in Chapter III by a computer

C.

A Detailed Grammar

-

program.

Before the computer program is presented as such,

its

implicit structure will be made apparent in terms of a generative grammar.

The grammar itself is illustrated in

figure 4, but it is advisable to look further at a model
type font, such as is shown in figure 12, and to confront
its characters with the rules and the definitions of the
grammar.

Whenever one of the rules reflects the structure

of a specific letter, the name of the letter is mentioned

-22-

A
..

tall
normal
stem minuscule
vertical

small
normal

bent on the left
a body

an ascender

thin

"....

,

small
ste am

tall
[condensed
bow- opened on the
left
- ~atop

truncated
majuscule
bent on the
right
a body

small
normal
bow opened on
the right
a body

*

S

0..0
:I

'-

small
condensed
bow opened on the
left
a body

tall
ar
..

I

J majuscule

on the right
low

(tall
undif ferentiated
tur n on the right
low

small

3minuscule
bay on the right
thigh

-

majuscule
stem

Ithick

(thick

Figure 4.

small
essundifferentiated
on the right
high

Illustrating the grammar.
(1 of 3)
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(tall
ap minuscule
on the left
low

.:

:

(high

..

U

tai

small
undifferentia ted
on the right
low

'

.-

(small
ferentiated
archiundif
on the left

small
bulb-minuscule
on the left
low

oil

as

ba r{small

nose

,.-

dot

* ~0-0~.

a.M00 4

*

*
4.

*

U

*

S
0

Q-tail

a-belly

*0*
a.0.-

H

R-tail

10,

g-tail

Figure 4 (continued)

(2of

3
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"P.:.half-slabV

slanted
half-slab
ul1ei

-fl-la

e*ommmmo~

--

slab

%*a

*

'9A

wedge

--

Pa r

bracket

','S

b4
-'to 't

4NOMMMMU.U.b

a'--

The stem(at
is linked
with junctions
on the right

...

top

4at waist

:.

ball
null serif

(to the root of an arm)
(to the root of a nose)

at bottona (to the root of an arm)

The stem
(to the top of a bow)
is linked
at waist
with junctions.on the right
at bottom (to the bottom
----

of this bow)

- :
'.,IsI
".'..f

Note:

The thin stem
is linked
at bottom

with a junction on the left,
to the bottom of a stem
with an increase on the left,
to the root of a bulb

The characters are drawn after Caslon.

Figure 4

(continued)

(3of 3)
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A short discussion follows the grammar

itself on how it could be extended to other sets,

larger

than the fifty-two upper and lower case letters under study.
To this effect, some of the grammar rules are singled out
as S-rules.
The first part introduces the grammar as being synthetic.
- a character is made of strokes

(also called primi-

tives in section B)
-

principallhorizontallsecondarylspecial.1

a stroke is:

- within a character, two strokes are:
connectedi
disconnected; two strokes connected together are:
superposed1linked.
The second part describes the different kinds of strokes
used by the grammar, detailing some of their parameters and
the rules of disposition which constrain their values.

Some

of those rules, dealing with the orientation of the strokes,
appear to be S-rules.

It should be mentioned at this point

that the orientation is taken with respect to the L-shape
of the font, rather than to the page layout.

Thus the ver-

tical direction of an italic font is not perpendicular to
the run of the lines of text, rather it follows the slant
given to the font.

It should be noted also that the present

grammar does not consider the shapes appropriate to lower

I

-u1

The vertical bar,
exclusive meaning.

j, stands for the conjunction "or" in its

-26-

case italic letters, even in an upright format as in certain
a's and g's.
- a principal stroke is at the same time:
thickithin
tallismall
normal Ishortened
straighticurved
a thin stroke is straight
a shortened stroke is said to be truncated if it is
straight, condensed if it is curved
truncation may occur at the top, at the bottom, or
both
a straight stroke is called a stem,

a curved stroke

is called a bow
- a stem is at the same time:
majuscule Iminuscule Jundifferentiated
verticallbent to the leftibent to the right
an ascenderla descenderla body
a stem is a body if

and only if

it

is small

a thin stem is majuscule
a thin stem is not bent on the left
a thick stem is not bent on the right if it is
truncated
a minuscule stem is vertical
a majuscule small stem is not vertical
a majuscule tall stem is an ascender except in one
case, for which it will be deemed a special stroke;

-27in this case, the stem is tall, majuscule, thick,
truncated at the bottom, vertical, a descender (G)
a stem is undifferentiated if and only if it is
truncated at the top
an undifferentiated stem is said to be majuscule if
it is bent on the left; to be minuscule if it is
vertical

-

a bow is at the same time:
open on the rightjopen on the left
an ascenderfa topla body
S-rule:

a condensed tall bow is opened on the left

a small bow is a body
a tall bow is an ascender if and only if it is normal

-

a horizontal stroke is at the same time:
tallismall
highjlow
on the rightjon the left
majuscule minuscule undifferentiated
an armja bayla transition
an arm is majuscule
a tall

bay is not minuscule

S-rules:

an arm is not low on the left;
a bay is not high on the left

a transition is at the same time:
a turnjan elbow
a U-turn (U)Jan ess

(S,s)ja cap (a,f,j,J)|an arch

(h,m,n)ja tail (a,t)ja bulb

(g,r,y)

a U-turn, an ess, an arch are turns
a U-turn, an ess, an arch, a tail are
undifferentiated
a bulb is not majuscule
a U-turn is tall
an arch, a tail, a bulb are small
S-rules:

a U-turn is low on the right
an ess, a bulb are high on the right or
low on the left
a tall cap is low on the left
a small cap is not low on the right
an arch is high on the left
a tail is low on the right

- a secondary stroke is:

a noseja barla point

a bar is smalljlong
- a special stroke appears in four cases:
belly of the a, tails of the Q, the R, the g;
plus the extra case mentioned earlier for the G
The third part deals with the serifs

(called markers

by Cox) which are borne by the ends of the strokes, and
with the way in which linkages may alter their design.
-

a principal stroke has two ends and a waist, except
shortened ones which have no waist; the ends are
referred to as the upper and lower ends, or top
and bottom

-29when a stem is truncated at the top
its

upper (resp.

(resp. bottom),

lower) end is said to be trun-

cated too.
a horizontal stroke and a nose have two ends, referred to as the root and the tip.
is on the right,

its

root is its

left

tip its right end, and vice-versa.
appears to be on the right

If the stroke
end and its
Thus the nose

(an S-rule).

a bar has two ends, a left and a right one.
a dot has no ends.
-

an end bears a serif which is:
a slabja slanted half-slabla bracketla wedgel
a ballia null serif.
the serif at the lower end of a stem is either a
slab (which may be halved)

or a null serif.

the serif at the upper end of a majuscule stem is
similar.
the serif at the upper end of a minuscule stem is
either a slanted half-slab or a null serif.
the ends of the bows bear the null serif.
a root bears the null serif.
a tip bears a serif according to the following:
nose

slab

arm

bracket

bay or transition: majuscule
minuscule

: wedge
: ball

undifferentiated: null-serif

a bar bears null serifs.

-30- when a stroke is linked to another stroke, it is at
the same time:
at an endlat a waist
an increaseja junction
at an end may be explicited according to the description of the stroke:

left, right, top, bottom,

root, tip.
when a stem has a linkage, the linkage is further:
on the rightlon the left.
- for a stem the following holds:
an end with no linkage does not bear the null serif
a truncated end bears the null serif
a non-truncated end which bears a linkage loses
the part of the serif which falls on the side
of the linkage.

In the case of a junction with

another stem, the remainder of the serif may or
may not be kept;

it is kept for other junctions.

the upper ends of the thick stem which appear in
the A and the t are exceptional.
The fourth part deals with the relationships between
strokes on the most general basis; the rules stated here are
main rules of disposition.
- within a character, all strokes are connected
together with the exception of dots, which are
always disconnected from the remaining strokes.
- in a superposition, one stroke of the pair is a
special stroke or a bar, and the other one a
principal or a horizontal stroke.

-31- for the purpose of stating the following rule, momentary conventions must be taken.
a bow is thick but its two ends should be
considered as thin parts.
arms and bays, noses and bars should be considered as thin
a transition should be considered as made of
three parts:
a tip, which is always thin
a root, which is thin for bulbs and thick
for all other transitions
a middle, which makes the transition between
thick and thin, when required.
the rule is:
in a superposition or a junction of two strokes,
of the two parts respectively involved in either
stroke,

one is thick or is a bar, the other is

thin.

in an increase, both are thick or both are thin.
-

in a superposition or a linkage of two strokes, if
one of them is small or a minuscule stem, the
other one is small or a minuscule stem.

The next two parts detail the relationship between principal
and horizontal strokes, assuming all others to be erased in
the fifth part.

The fifth part is mostly limited to pairs

of strokes, while the rules of the sixth one take on a character basis.

S-rules.

In both parts, rules should be considered as

-32-

a tip and a root are linked to at most one stroke.

-

the tip of a U-turn is an increase to a vertical
stroke.
the tip of an ess is an increase to a bay.

If the

ess is high (resp. low), the bay is high (resp.
low), and if the ess is on the right
bay is on the right

(left), the

(left).

the tip of an arch joins a minuscule stem on its
right, which is not a descender.
all other tips bear no linkage.
-

a root is always linked.
except for bays linked to esses,

a horizontal stroke

is linked by its root to a principal stroke.
with respect to the principal stroke, the linkage
is at an end; if it is the top end, the horizontal
stroke is high; if it is the bottom end, the horizontal stroke is low.
an arm joins a stem which is normal, majuscule, not
bent on the left.
a bay increases either an ess or a bow.
an ess increases a stem which is not vertical.
a bulb increases a stem which is not vertical,

at

the bottom end, or joins the top of a principal
stroke which is a body and is not bent.
except for esses and bulbs, a transition increases
a vertical stem, which is ipso facto truncated.
an arch is linked to a small stem.
a tail is linked to a stem wiich is not a descender.

-33a small cap is linked to a stem at the top right of
ascenders

(f), the top left of body stems

the bottom of descenders
-

(a) or

(j).

bows are linked at both ends, not at the waist.
a small condensed bow is linked to a small condensed
bow by both ends, and a bulb is linked to the top
of the rightmost bow (g).
except this case, the ends of a bow are linked to at
most one stroke each.
if one end is linked to a principal stroke, this
stroke is involved in a linkage at both ends.
if one end is linked to a bay, both ends bear
a bay.
when there is a link with a stem:
the stem is tall, normal, vertical
the bow is opened on the left
the stem is linked on the right
the links are junctions.
a body bow is linked to top and waist of descenders,
bottom and waist of ascenders.
a bow which is an ascender is linked to top and
bottom of ascenders.
when there is a link

with another bow:

the linkages are increases
the leftmost

(resp. rightmost) bow is opened on

the right (resp. left).
-

when the root of a horizontal stroke is linked to a
stem on its right (resp. left), the horizontal
stroke is on the right (resp. left).

-34if there is an arm at the top left,

there is another

one; and if the stem is vertical,

it is an axis of

symmetry
-

(T).

when two stems join each other, the thick one may be
truncated; the thin one, then,

is truncated also

and further joins the waist of a tall vertical
stem on its right

(K,k).

barring either of these two junctions, the thick one
is normal, bent on the left.
truncated.

The thin one may be
It joins the first stem at its waist

and is bent (X,x,Y); if it is truncated at the
top, or if it is small, another one is symmetrically disposed with respect to a center at the
waist of the thick stroke

(X,x).

There cannot be

any other stroke.

If the thin one is normal, it
joins the first stem at their common top or
bottom.
a thin stem is linked.
a truncated stem is linked, at the ends where it is
truncated, and nowhere else.
a non-vertical stem is linked, either to at least
one other stem and possibly to a bulb

(y) or to

a pair of arms symmetric with respect to a center
(z) or to a pair of esses symmetric with respect
to a center

(S).

a descender is linked.
-

at the end of a stroke, there are no more than two
linkages: either two junctions or one junction and
one increase.

-35at the waist of a stroke, there are no more than two
junctions.
a stroke is linked to no more than two other strokes.

-

a character has at least one basic stroke and at
most three.
a basic stroke is a thick principal stroke.
when there is more than one stem in a character,
the strokes only include bars, bulbs, arches,
U-turns, and stems.
when there is more than one bow in a character,
the strokes only include bulbs,

bows, and stems,

together with a possible special stroke.
when there is at least one stem and one bow in a
character, they are linked and the strokes only
include bows and stems, together with a possible
special stroke.
if there are only normal stems in a character, one
of them at least being thin, and possibly a bar:
there may be three,

in which case there are two

thin vertical stems (N) or two or four, all bent;
if they are small, the one on the left is thick.
there are two esses in a character or none.
if

esses are erased,

there are at most two horizontal

strokes in a character:
bays or both transitions.

either both arms, both
Furthermore,

if there

are two transitions, they are either both arches,
or a cap and a tail symmetrically disposed with
respect to a center.
Two arches exclude a tall

stem.
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The seventh and last part of the grammar completes the
two previous ones by putting secondary and special strokes
to their proper places.

It also completes the set of shapes

under a transformation which proves useful for conciseness
(see figure 10).

This part is also a list of S-rules.

- a nose is present in a character whenever there is
an arm high on the right and none on the left.
it joins the waist of the stem by its root.
it is on the right and the junction is on the
right of the stem (E,F).
a dot is present above a minuscule stem which is not
an ascender, whenever this stem is the only basic
stroke in the character and has no linkage at the
top

(i,j).

a bar is present in a character in three possible
ways:
its right end may be linked to a thick normal
majuscule stem by a junction on the right and
its left end to a normal majuscule stem by a
junction on the left, both at the waist.
its left end may be linked to a small normal bow
by a junction on the right at the waist and
its right end to a high bay which is undifferentiated.
it is superposed at the top of a minuscule stem
whenever it is an ascender, truncated once.
-

the belly of the a joins a truncated small minuscule
stem, at bottom and top, on its left, whenever such
a construction exists with only one basic stroke.

-37the tail of the g is superposed at the bottom of a
small condensed double bow, whenever such a construction exists.
the tail of the Q may be superposed at the bottom
of a tall double bow.
the tail of the R may be superposed at the bottom
of a bow which is tall,

condensed, at the top.

the special case for the stem may be superpos-d at
the tip of a tall bay, low on the right.
-

on characters generated according to the previous
rules and having a minuscule tall stem and a bow
(p,b)

or two minuscule

small stems and an arch

(n), the following transformation may be applied
to generate additional charact-ers:
rotate the whole figure by 180*, then, for
bottoms of descenders and tops of stems which
are not descenders, reapply the serif rules
(d,q,u).

Although the whole set of upper and lower case letters
can now be generated without omission or addition, the
grammar which has just been presented does not indicate how
such a generation may be derived.

It simply lists the parts

which are available and the constraints which bear upon them.
It is not possible here to give a complete tree which would
make the derivation explicit; an example has only been illustrated in Appendix I, for the letter D.

If automatic

character readers could find and recognize the strokes as
defined in this grammar, reading could be achieved with

-38such a derivation tree.
rules should first
ambiguities.

To produce a tree,

the grammar

be ordered in such a way as to avoid

However, there are many possible orderings

and the one to choose may depend on the application; one
may also want to keep some ambiguities.

Appendix I gives

one of the shortest paths to generate a D.
A natural question may be raised as a conclusion:
how should the grammar be modified in order to extend the
set it generates?

A first step would be to take the S-

rules out.

Those rules are intended to limit the use of

the strokes

(and serifs),

as defined in the first parts

of the grammar, to those geometric dispositions which are
desired.

To lift the S-rules would provide new shapes

which would be most consistent with the shapes generated
so far:

actually some of them are legal characters in the

Cyrillic or Greek alphabets

(see figure 5(a)).

The con-

sistency is maintained because the set of strokes
serifs)

is left unchanged

in part B).

(see Observations 1,

(and

2, and 3

Yet the distinction between a consistent ex-

tension and one which is not is more subtle.
the character in figure 5(b)

For example,

lacks the rythm and simplicity

of the basic set, although made up of legal strokes.

On

the other hand, some extensions may require the definition
of some strokes to be altered, and yet be consistent:

see

-39figure 5(c) with the introduction of a thick arm and a
thick nose.

Nevertheless a radical change in the stroke

set is what is needed to get rid of the Roman flavor of
the shapes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.

Extending the Roman alphabet.
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

A.

Introduction
The model which has just been presented was developed

at the same time as the font generation program to illustrate it;

as a consequence, the program does not reflect

all the features of the model.

What is given in the follow-

ing chapter is a description of the present version of the
program in which details have been omitted, inasmuch as
they could or should be improved without changing either
the end results or the basic design philosophy.
As it is, this work is not the first one of its kind.
The masters of the Renaissance, mentioned in Chapter II.A,
did apply their theories to the design of some model fonts
[151.

There is an essential difference,

though, between

the incentive for their creations and the present program.
In their approach, the mathematical tools which were used,
namely the square and the circle, were so chosen for their
intrinsic perfection, rather than for their flexibility to
approximate a variety of shapes.

Along with this idea came

a search to uncover unique perfected patterns underlying
the examples the masters could see on the Roman monuments
of their time.

Here, on the other hand, the type designer

is granted a maximum of freedom, only bound by the limitations of the model.

However, one should not confuse the

present approach, computer generation, with what can be
called computer encoding.
in the next chapter,

In the latter, which is reviewed

the goal is to provide a digital code,

often meaningless to the type designer, but which has the
power to represent characters in a compact format for easy
reconstruction.

Computer aided design reverses the priori-

ties and first requires the digital code to be understandable, so as to be devised, input and modified by a type
designer without any background in programming.

No attempt

in this direction was known to the author till the program
had been completed.

It is all the more striking, therefore,

to see how close the program comes to be a natural continuation of the work done by H. W. Mergler and P. M. Vargo in
1968 at Case Western Reserve University

[12].

The latter

authors designed a system for 24 upper case letters, excluding the Q and the J.

Although deemed important, serifs

did not receive a full treatment and some finer details
were omitted:

absence of fillets to connect horizontal

strokes to the main vertical stem in letters like L or D;
no provision made for lopsided curve strokes as in D; oversimplification of the model for C, G, S; etc.

Nevertheless,

this attempt embodied the same line of thought which was
at the origin of this work, and first demonstrated its
practicality for computer generation of type fonts.

-42B.

CSD:

A Program to Generate Type Fonts

Among the different levels the model of Chapter II
offers to describe characters, primitives appear to be
central.

The choice of primitives is therefore explained

first, then the way primitives are drawn, and finally
letter construction.
ment:

Two problems receive further treat-

the way characters are output and the way the code

is written.

The reader is warned at this point that the

following choices are less than optimal and that criticisms
are welcomed.

The same reader should be aware, though, of

the difference in perspective one acquires through an expository paper and the actual use of the program.
Because a primitive is used repeatedly within the
same type font (II.B, Observation 2), it is possible to
condense the computer code
acters:

necessary to generate the char-

the routine for any one of them has access to a

common set of routines, one for each primitive.

Such a

routine incorporates the figure which defines the primitive, through its parametric representation.

For each

occurrence of the primitive, this routine receives the values
of its parameters and the absolute location assigned to
the occurrence within the draftboard, and outputs the outline of the actual shape at the place of interest.

It is

As contrasted with the code used for parameter values.
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therefore clear that these routines are not specific to a
primitive, rather to a family as defined in II.B.
leads to a further reduction in computer code.
not the only possible saving:

This

This is

the rules of disposition,

as in II.B, single out constant combinations which can
apply for integrated treatment.

This is especially true

for the relative arrangements of strokes and serifs.

The

stem for example, bears only two kinds of serifs, one for
upper case, the other for genuine lower case.1

In general

a routine for a primitive incorporates a stroke and the
few serifs it may wear.

The present set of 13 routines

is listed in figure 6.

Only four of them are used in at

most one letter.

In fact, the drawing of the tails of the

Q, R, g are arbitrarily broken into turns and elbows, rotated or not, and the nose is made up as two arms.

This

shows to what extent the model may be stretched.
Whether the technique is to draw the outlines of a
primitive and then to fill them in,

or to brush the primi-

tives black at once, the information on the shape is all
contained in the curves which make up the edges.

The main

engineering choice is therefore to model this set of curves.
There are currently three types of curve.
lAs contrasted with the lower case letters which are scaled
down versions of the equivalent upper case letters.
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The list of primitives.
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The main type uses the most general conic section defined as a unicursal curve of order two.

Although it does

not provide for inflection points, it is quite effective in
approximating arcs obtained when one breaks the contour
of a primitive with a few points of natural interest.
These points may have a horizontal tangent, or a vertical
tangent,

or be placed at ends of tips.

They tend to be

easily located after the values of parameters

like height,

thickness, etc., and their tangents after slope parameters,
whenever they are nontrivial.
one needs five conditions.

To specify a conic section,

The positions of the end points

and the slopes at the end points specify four conditions.
The fifth condition is used to influence the squareness of
the arc.

To this effect, the point where the arc crosses

the ray which goes through the middle of the end points
and belongs to the bundle of the end tangents is fixed by
a barycentric coordinate whose value is zero for straight
segment AB, and infinity for corner ACB

(see figure 7).

Any positive value will render a shape between these two
extremes.

Negative values would send the arc outside of

triangle ABC, possibly through points at infinity:
are not intended for practical use.

they

Squareness factors,

like any other parameter, can be measured with a ruler
and a pair of compasses, while retaining the notion of
squareness as perceived by a human eye.
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The structure of the routine for a primitive can now
be understood.

From the parameters, the routine ascertains

a ring of break points, with information on the slopes at
those points and the squareness between each pair of neighbors.

In a second step, it repeatedly calls a basic melting

routine to join the points with arcs of conic sections.
It should be stressed that the choice of the break points
is not essential to the model:

they are unknown to the user

of the program, who sees only the parameters.

On the other

hand, they are the translation of the parameters into a form
amenable to line drawing, and the better the points are
chosen, the easier the translation.

Hence the criteria to

choose the points, as stated above.

Figure 8 illustrates

the stem.
The second type of curve is made of straight lines.
It is a quicker way to represent limiting cases of the first
type.

There is a trade-off between the amount of computer

code required for this special case and the saving in com-

the program:

It depends on the particular implementation of
language, machine, etc.

ceptually important.
draw bows.

And it is not con-

The third type of curve is used to

They are unit circles for norms:

|aix Ir + bly~r 1/r,on

the euclidian plane.

(x,y)

As noticed in

[22], such curves are slow to compute and a simple

1

They are called superellipses in

[12]

+

puter time.

and [22].
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transformation of their parametric coefficients was derived,
which allows for their replacement by curves of the first
type.

They have been temporarily retained in the program,

however, because they are easier to rotate, which is necessary to account for diagonal stresses in the bows.
With respect to the choice of parameters,

there is

little to add to what was said in II.B, simply because the
parameters are in the hand of the type designer rather than
the engineer.

A striking illustration of this lack of free-

dome is the similarity between the set of parameters used
in

[12] and the one in use here, in spite of the fact that

both developments had been independent.

Lists of parameters

are given in [12] for sans-serif versions of E, A, D.
parameters quoted for E and D are used here.
difference for A:

All

There is a

there, angles have been traded for an

equivalent set of linear measurements, while they have been
retained here.

However, the decision on which is best for

human perception should be judged by the program user, not
the programmer.

A difficulty may arise at this point.

The purpose of a parameter is, above all, to account for a
change of shape that the designer desires to control.
some parameters,

For

squareness for instance, this change is,

by its very definition, bounded by two limiting cases, Cl
and C2.

In such a situation, what matters for the artist

is to define a parameter whose range covers all cases between
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and including Cl and C2, and whose variations reflect the
sense of the desired changes, rather than an absolute
measurement.

Therefore a whole class of homeomorphic

measurements is acceptable.1

For generation purposes, a

linear measurement has been chosen; an area measurement
may be less sensitive to noise for recognition purposes
(figure 9).
It is not desirable to include a complete list of the
parameters here:
manual.

this would rather be found in a user

A few remarks can be made, however.

average of ten parameters per primitive.

There is an

Cases vary from

3 to 30, depending on the complexity of the shape.

This

is because the conciseness of the character code is not
in restricting the variability of the individual shapes,
but in the conscious desire of the artist to relate those
shapes to one another.

The parameters may be listed accord-

ing to primitives, not just primitive families.

It is at

this level that the bow of the 0 is separated from the bows
of the B, P, R, because one shape is not identical to the
other.

Relations between those shapes do exist and are

derived from rules of proportion, as in II.B.
of parameters in use are the following:
thicknesses, horizontal extension,
type.

The families

height, thick and thin

angle, squareness, discrete

The latter is concerned with the freedom of the artist

A homeomorphism is a one to one mapping between two figures
that is continuous in both directions.
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-50to choose among distinct shapes which are not directly
related:

serifs may be square cut or smoothed;1

the inside

strokes of the W may be crossed in different ways; both a
and g have two possible shapes, one classical, the other
italic like.
The program CSD, for Character Simulated Design, is
a set of routines, one for each letter.

Such a routine

incorporates the spatial disposition of the primitives
which define the letter.

It can be considered as a termi-

nal node of the grammar defined in II.C.

When a character

is to be generated for some letter, the corresponding
routine receives the values of the parameters for the primitives which make the letter, and values to specify their
relative disposition.

The latter

parameters do not fall

into the classification by primitive,
in the families defined in II.B:

but can still

be kept

height of the bar of the

H relative to the stems, in the height family;

distance

separating those stems, in the horizontal extension family;
type of the lower case a in the discrete type family, etc.
The routine transforms the relative information into absolute form and transmits it, together with the appropriate
list of parameters, to the primitive routines.

Some draw-

ings remain to be done by the letter routines.

For example,

the stem and the lower arm of the E are often linked by a
This refers to the tip of the serif, not the fillets,
whose shapes depend on two continuous parameters.

-51fillet, which requires information on two primitives,
available

only at the letter

level.

The comparison between the structures of a letter
routine and a primitive routine reveals common points.
Letter parameters are similar at a letter level to what
primitive parameters are at the primitive level.
the scope of a letter
letter

itself,

family.
code:

Also

routine may be brocder than the

just as primitive routine spans a whole

The result is again a compression in computer
a letter

whose lower case is a scaled down version

of its upper case need only one routine, which explains
why the present set has 44 members instead of 52.

Further

reduction may come from considerations on letter families
as in II.B.

As an application of this,

all of the six

routines for b, d, p, q and italic a and g call upon a
basic combination of a stem and a bow.
figure 10.

Details appear in

A similar treatment is given to h, m, n, u,

which all embed an arch made of two stems and a turn.
The ultimate output of the program is a two level
picture in digitized form.
various devices:
display processor.

This picture can be sent to

television screen, dot plotter, photoBut the requirement that the character

must be filled in, and the presence of the quantization
noise due to the grid which bears the picture are common

-52to all of them.

Indeed they appear to be basic engineering

problems.
As stated earlier, any generative program must incorporate a model for outlines of characters.

But the outlines

may be either drawn first and then filled in,

as adopted

here, or filled in on the fly, as seems to be the case in
[12].

The former method has the advantage that filling in

can be built very easily into the output device as long as
the outlines are correctly recorded.

This means that all

changes in level along the transmitted stream of dots have
been marked down with their order of multiplicity.
is a limitation here:

There

if only one bit is used per dot, it

is not possible to output single points, which correspond
to even orders; one must either erase them or double them,
which is not indifferent from the point of view of quantizing noise.

But the main difficulty in the output stage

remains the matching between outlines given by continuous
equations and the discrete grid of dots.

One way to deal

with the problem, and it seems to be the case in [12], is
to define the outlines by functiorsresolved in one of the
coordinates:

{x

+

f(x) = y} or {y

+

f(y) = x}.

However,

this induces some computational complexity or reduces the
choice of curves.

This is one reason which limited the

generation of serifs in [12] to its simplest form.

For

instance, unicursal curves of order two, when solved in
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to fulfill five conditions.

A

cure

may be to replace the

original arc by smaller ones by adding more break points,
or to go to higher order curves or to do both.
the simplicity of the modeling,

conic sections were kept

under their rational parametric description:
t

+

To retain

{t

+x(t);

y(t)}, and the number of break points kept as small as

possible.

It may not be the best choice.

The parametric

description of a unicursal curve is unique up to a homeomorphism on the real parameter t.

One is specified out of

the class by stating that t starts at 0, finishes at 1,
when describing the arc, and is 1/2 at the middle point
which defines the fifth condition

(see figure 7).

The

crossing by the curve of the horizontal lines of the grid
is noticed as the parameter t varies from 0 to 1.

For a

given precision of the position of the crossings, the number of computations per dot is kept down by allowing the
step size in t to be dynamically adjusted.

Although such

an issue has not been explored, it is possible that the
fastest way to compute the curve would rather include a
better choice of the parametric description allowing for
a fixed step size.

If this were the case, the equations

could be cast in difference format, avoiding the need for
multiplications.

In any case, care must also be given to

the detection of crossings of order two (there is at most
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the choice of conic sections), and to handle the linking
of two successive arcs at their common extremity, which
can be of order two.
The result finally displayed is subjected to quantization noise.

A way to get rid of this noise is to increase

the resolution.

This term has two meanings, unfortunately.

It may refer to the number of discrete lines per character
height

(abbreviated into nlpch), or to the number of lines

per physical unit of length

(abbreviated into nlpul).

The

nlpch must be high enough to convey the smallest details in
the character shape, such as the tip of the serifs; the
nlpul must be high enough to mask the grid pattern of the
digital output.

For a given character size

(point size in

'pography), the nlpul is directly proportional to the
nlpch; however, one can fix the nlpch at an acceptable level
and increase the nlpul by reducing the actual point size.
Studies on lower limits or acceptable standards

for both

the nlpch and the nlpul have been called for and received
a preliminary treatment in [28]

and

[29].

gram may be a tool fit for such studies.

The present proA word should

also be said on the effect of rotating the character with
respect to the grid for a fixed nlpch.

The quantizing noise

should be made to appear in the least objectionable places.
To align the vertical and horizontal directions within the
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It ensures that these

directions will be free from noise although it detracts
from the aspect of those directions which are close, but
not identical to them. 1
The structure of the code for a character was explained
earlier:

a list of values for the parameters special to

the letter,

a list of primitives used by the letter, and,

for each, a list of values for their respective parameters.
There are, on the average, 27 numerical values per character,
with a range from 7 to 55.

However,

type fonts, not characters per se.

the study refers to
It is because all char-

acters of the same font share the same values for the primitive parameters,

in view of Observation 3 (II.B).

Hence,

these values are listed separately as one part of the code.
The second part of it contains the values for the letter
parameters.

It should be enough.

primitive parameters
discrete types.

and 250 letter

Tnare are roughly 300
parameters,

This would make an average of 10 numerical

values per character, a considerable reduction.
3 is not so strong, though:
tity.

excluding

Observation

it does not ensure exact iden-

Rather it indicates that, on the average, departures

from the common rule are small and infrequent.

This calls

for a variable length encoding which can be performed as

1 For

instance, the tip of the slanted serif for lower case
stems, as mentioned by F. C. Holland in an oral communication.

-56follows.

The list of primitive parameters for each letter

is ordered in a fixed known way.

Each character code con-

tains a string of bits which are in a one-to-one mapping
with the ordered parameters of the list.

A bit is 0 or 1

as the corresponding parameter value is left unchanged or
not.

The changes are then listed in order after this string

of bits.

The number of 1 bits in the string gives the

length of the variable code which follows; thir positions
within the string indicate the parameters which are changed;
the n-th bit to be 1 is associated with the n-th change in
the variable length code.
figure 11.
changes.

An example is illustrated in

This completes the code by taking care of small
The small size of those changes call for further

reduction of the length of the code.

One encodes the dif-

ference between the predicted value and the true value,
instead of the value itself.
applied to all
of the code.

Such a method should also be

parameter values, not just to the last part
This is the consequence of the rules of pro-

portions as stated in II.B, according to which predictions
can be made.

Care should be taken in putting this reduction

into effect.

The smaller the size of the differential code,

the more often differences will arise which do not fit the
fixed allotted space.

This calls for an overflow section

where more space is provided, together with information to
the decoder about those exceptions.

There is a trade-off

between the two, which depends on an average computed over

1
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The relationship between stem and bow in the
b, p, q, d family.

Figure 10.

thick stem:

141,

thin stem:

4, 2,

21, 2,

3,

62,

150, 36

3, 48, 150, 36

special parameters:

_:

.

ro

(implicitly taken
from the first part
of the font code)

11, 34, 39, 0

reference to thick stem: 0000000
to thin stem: 000100
variable part: +4

(bit string)
(changes)

parameter of
one change for the llth
To be interpreted as:
the implicit list of primitive parameters for X, which is
The new
the 4th parameter of the primitive "thin stem".
48 + 4 = 52.
value for this parameter is:
Figure 11.

A:

A variable length code.

30 sec

a:

15 sec

B: imin05 sec

b:

40 sec

H:

10 sec

h:

14 sec

I:

5 sec

i:

6 sec

0:

40 sec

0:

20 sec

T:

10 sec

t:

7 sec

W: 1 min 25 sec

w:

1 min 20 sec

Figure 14.
Some time
measurements
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to be done.

However,

a numerical value,

The latter computation remains

if eight bits are ordinarily used for

seven is certainly an upper bound for

encoding the differences and six should be possible.
The actual version of CSD is oriented towards new type
creation.

It does not support the character code which has

just been presented.

Only the values for the primitive

parameters are permanently recorded,
part of the code.

that is, the first

The two other parts are typed in each

time a character is drawn,

in an interactive manner.

Also

the reduction in the number of bits by differential encoding
has not been implemented.

It would fit a special hardware

design rather than a general 18-bit word machine as under
the current implementation.
on encoding,

Except for these two aspects

the previous description reflects the current

program, whose performances are now evaluated.
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Performance Analysis
CSD is written in Fortran IV, with the sole exception

of assembly language subroutines to write inside the picture
fields and send them to the various output devices.

It is

run on a PDP-9 with 32 k of core and a disk facility of
about 1 million words.

The PDP-9 is an eighteen bit, one

accumulator machine, with provision for hardware integer
multiplication and division only.

The various devices are:

a photodisplay flying spot processor, whose resolution can
go to 60 lines per mm; a dot matrix plotter, whose resolution is around 4 lines per mm; a facsimile receiver, whose
resolution is around 4 lines per mm also; a television screen
with an internal refreshing memory, whose digital grid pattern is 256 x 256,

flicker free.

The picture field chosen

to carry the characters is also 256 x 256, which takes 4 k
of core under a packed format of 16 bits per word.
Because it is simpler to allow each primitive routine
to work without interruption, rather than to gain and release
control for each line, the character outline is drawn in
several passes.

Because the picture field is in core, how-

ever, this is not time consuming.

Yet it prevents using any

portion of the field before total compltion of the drawing.
The next simplification has to do with the superposition of
some primitives:

for example,

to a corner as in the V.

two straight strokes coming

Instead of computing the points

-60where the outlines intersect, the two strokes are drawn independently.

In the region of superposition, it is not

possible to record the changes in level properly with one
bit per dot only:

if a start for the second stroke comes

in between a start and an end for the first stroke

(within

a line by line stream), it is interpreted as an end, since
two successive changes must be of opposite natures.

To

overcome this difficulty, one has to use two bits per dot
or to make the drawings in two separate picture fields and
to 'or' them together after they have been filled in.

The

latter approach was taken, but a better programming would
avoid this by preventing the superposition to occur.
the previous shortcoming costs 4 k of core
amount of time),
characters

If

(but a negligible

the next one doubles the time to draw some

(though it takes a negligible amount of core).

Again at the bottom of the V the two strokes come to a
corner and small pieces of them are cut away to sharpen the
bottom.

A way to do it is to define the region to be erased

by a system of linear inequalities.

But in the current ver-

sion of CSD, this is not applied when the outlines are being
drawn, rather a posteriori, which requires a pass over the
entire picture field.

This is an area operation and it

virtually takes away the advantage of drawing only the outlines, a line operation.
1 This

Three area operations only should

does not mean the two strokes are independent, rather
that the program does not take it into detailed account.
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clearing a picture field,

character, and sending it.

filling in the

The last two should be combined

and hardware driven at maximum channel capacity;

the first

one is done in core, word by word, and is very fast.
To demonstrate the capabilities of CSD,
type faces were chosen.
hand, with a ruler,

four common

Their parameters were measured by

and their values input to CSD.

The

shapes obtained were displayed on the television screen
placed at an appropriate distance from the operator.

The

latter could judge inaccuracies and adjust the values of
the parameters in an interactive manner.

When the shape

on the screen agreed with the original shape, the values
were recorded on a piece of paper and a photograph taken
on the photodisplay.

It must be emphasized that the simi-

larity of the shapes was based on human perception,
the indications of the ruler:

not on

sometimes the quantization

noise or the intrinsic limitations of the program would not
allow rendering the perceptual effects sought by the artist
with the exact measurements.

However, it was possible to

recut the type face in order to recapture those effects,
by freely adjusting the parameters.

Because the operator

was anything but a type designer, this feature was
used as little as possible.

Figures 12(a,b,c,d) presents

the reproductions of Baskerville, Bodoni, Cheltenham Medium
and Times Roman Bold, together with reductions of the
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-66original alphabets, which are approximately 30 cm x 22 cm.
These originals are taken from [3]; they are enlarged versions of actual type fonts whose point size,
are not given.

unfortunately,

Because type fonts are not designed to write

alphabets only, a few examples of texts and monograms are
shown in figure 13.
perfect:

The setting is not intended to be

for instance, characters with descenders are arbi-

trarily raised above the base line.

To help the reader

formulate his judgment, some comments are made on the different plates in appendix III.
Taken from the generation of Baskerville, the average
time per character is about 30 sec, ranging from 5 sec to
1 min 25 sec (see figure 14).

In the first version of CSD,

every routine was in Fortran IV; hence no packing was done
and the disk was used to store the picture fields.

The time

taken by the routines operating on the picture field was the
limiting factor.
assembly language:

Hence these routines were encoded into
the disk input-output, which operates on

a line basis, became the limiting factor, but assembly language further allowed packing the picture fields into core
and operating on a packed word basis.

Now the limiting

factors are the use of generalized circles to draw bows and
the cutting routine earlier discussed.

Average time would

probably go down to 15 sec per character by the speeding of
the slowest characters.

Next step would include:

better
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-70hardware (filling in on the fly,
optimization of the algorithms
tions,

etc.),

floating point arithmetic),

(going to difference equa-

getting rid of Fortran IV.

The speed limit

of CSD is probably between 10 and 100 characters per second.
However, to achieve such a limit on a continuous basis,
the routines have to be in core at once.

all

Such a demand must

be examined in the perspective of the next paragraph.
The space taken by the computer code is roughly 150 k,
including the executive system (4 k), the Fortran IV run
time package

(4 k), basic routines and primitive routines

(16 k), letter routines

(110 k), and picture fields

(8 k).

Running the program on a 32 k machine is made possible by
a dynamic loading scheme.

Some primitive routines are over-

layed between themselves and only one letter program is
present in core at any one time.

Because the loading scheme

cannot handle so large an input file, CSD is presently
broken into two separate parts, one for the upper case, one
for the lower case; each part can draw 34 letters out of 52
in view of doublets.

The size of the character code is ir-

relevant to the actual version of CSD,which remembers only
the first part of it.

However, the issue was discussed in

III.B and a table sums up the results in figure 15.

On

the average, estimated over the four type fonts which were
matched,

one can expect a third of all possible changes to

appear in the variable length part.

The code necessary to

w

Num
discrete type bits
upper case
lower case

20

numerical parameters
upper case
lower case

310

discrete type bits
upper case
lower case

30

numerical parameters
upper case
lower case

240

Shared data basis

Special parameters

15

10

180

1440

15

15

140

1120

1040

15

1920
100

800
H

870
400

400
470

470

150

1200

2000
100

800
3065

7320

4255

140

Average per character

120

upper case
lower case

160

Space requirement for the character code
(8 bits per numerical parameter)
.

Figure 15.

10

30

upper case
lower case
Total in bits

10

2480
130

250

Bits

20

upper case
lower case
Parameter changes

Bits

10

870

Position bits

Num

Num
Bits

-72handle the variability amounts to a tenth of the total code.
While this is not negligible, it avoids the need for something which would be four times longer.
is 140

The final average

(resp. 110) bits per character when eight (resp. six)

bits are used on the average per numerical factor.

This

should be compared with the results previously reported in
the literature

[20,21,22,23,24,25].

Care should be taken

as to whether the results are based on a very small set of
characters,

or a whole font,1 whether the letters chosen are

upper case or not, whether they have serifs or not, and
whether the reproduction looks good or not.

The average

over the different letters should not be weighted by their
frequencies in the language, because the code for a font
will generally include one and only one copy of each character code.2

The present code needs only four times as much

as the standard 5 x 7 dot matrix for ASCII characters, and
far less than any code mentioned elsewhere.

This does not

diminish the importance of the work done by predecessors:
as was stated in III.A, their goals are different and their
methods generally rank high for the number of shapes which
CSD itself is presently limited to the basic characters of
a font, upper and lower case.
2on the other hand, the time of retrieval should be so
weighted when the normal use of the character codes is to
print the language.
This is the case for the French code
developed in the next chapter, rather than for the code
under discussion here.

-73can be encoded,
of retrieval.

for compactness of computer code and speed
It is instructive,

though, to see that the

best character code is probably the closest to the human
interpretation

of the characters.

Limited as it

is,

scribed in chapter II.
with its

CSD does illustrate

the model de-

Paying the price for such a purpose,

large computer code and relatively slow output rate,

CSD relates the variety of Roman printed fonts to a relative
scarcity of choices due to a strong internal structure.

It

is the output of CSD for Times Roman Bold which was chosen
to further study the quality of the printing process,

in

which characters are no longer considered for themselves.
They are rather put into words to make sentences, thus assuming their condition as humble tools of the writer.
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HIGH QUALITY PRINTING FROM DIGITIZED TYPE

A.

Introduction
The previous chapters

of type fonts.

focus on the underlying structure

There the computer is used as a tool to in-

vestigate the practicality of an abstract model.

And, al-

though this may lead to several applications, none of them
can take a direct part in the ultimate use of type, that is,
actual printing:

the speed of a system conceived along

those lines would be too slow.

In this chapter, on the

contrary, the printing task is investigated,

inasmuch as it

uses a digitized form to hold the character faces, thus
giving the main role to the computer.
More than one process has been used by the printing
industry:
[2],

one can find brief histories of the subject in

[4], and [5].

Yet all methods have had a common factor

so far, as they all required the shapes of the characters
to be kept under some material representation, whether raised
punches, engraved moulds or carved out apertures.
ing becomes more and more automatized,

As print-

the way those tem-

plates are stored, retrieved, and manipulated has fallen
under the control of machines which interprete the information typed in by an operator.

Computer driven phototype-

setters are but the most recent example of such machines.
In any case, no machine can control more than a few type

-75fonts at the same time and changes in their current sets
must occur from time to time.

However,

a greater flexibil-

ity in handling this problem can be gained by going from
physical templates to digital encodings of the characters:
for digital storage offers both speed of access and bulk
capability under a hierarchical system,
buffering.

and allows for easy

Besides, it is always better to reduce the num-

ber of material parts, because of their wear, especially
moving ones which are more fragile and add to the complexity
of the mechanism.

This is why research has been directed

in the past ten years to overcome the difficulties inherent
to digital representation,

along the following four criteria:

speed of reconstructing the character from its digital code,
size of the code, effort required to encode the fonts, and
last but not least, quality of the print.

Meanwhile, com-

mercial applications have been developed such as the Digiset
machine manufactured by Hell in Germany.
Underlying the digital code for a character is a sampled
version of its two dimensional image.

In the sequel a square

grid will be assumed with no loss in generality.

The matrix

of black and white dots thus obtained is the simplest possible code which will accommodate any type font.

However,

good

quality requires the number of dots along the size of the
square to be rather large, say one hundred, while the size
of the code, in bits, is the square of that number.

One way to

-76achieve small code sizes is to discard any claim to quality
and only retain the identity of the character under a standardized format.

This is best exemplified by the 5 x 7

matrix ASCII character set [16].

The tightest matrix is

really 5 x 5 to differentiate E from C and m from n; but
slightly larger matrices are much better in readability.
In the extreme the set of possible characters is reduced to
allow for a more compact code as in the seven segment code
used for liquid crystal displays.

On the other hand, the

speed of retrieval and the size of the code may be traded
for a higher quality which can compete with the one obtained
with physical templates.
Given a large binary matrix to represent a character,
it is not necessary to retain it as such.

The shapes which

may appear in the matrix are far from being random and many
ways can be designed, from an information theory point of
view, to encode them efficiently without losing any information, or at least without too much altering the subjective
aspect of the final character.

In the latter case, care

must be taken, for no mathematical criterion can measure
the distortion in close agreement with the typographer's
judgment, of ultimate concern.

A first class of coding

schemes, which is especially used for compressing facsimile
data, centers around run-length coding and its extensions
[17,18].

The matrix which holds the character is read out
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consecutive transitions in color, necessarily of opposite
natures, are encoded with or without an optimization based
on their statistical distribution.

Whereas the matrix code

grows as n2, where n is the size of the grid, a run-length
code will grow as n log2 n.

If the two dimensional nature

of the signal is recaptured by only encoding in every line
the variations with respect to the previous one, the rate
of growth will be as n.

Such a scheme can be viewed in a

different way if the differences from line to line are
gathered along the contours they trace out:

formatting the

code along those contours instead of the scan lines was
first illustrated by Freeman

[19] in his chain code.

The major drawback in such schemes is their growth
in size, as n and the quality of the character as retrieved
from the code get

higher and higher.

The speed of re-

trieval is very fast, however, as the decoding algorithm
involves about one addition per contour point.
the acquisition of the code is straightforward.

Similarly,
The quality

of the character is basically that of the sampled matrix,
unless some smoothing is done as can be the case with differential run-length coding or the chain code.

From an

engineering point of view, every one of these codes, including the matrix code, has its range of application, depending on the choice of n as reflecting the quality of

-78the print.

Whatever the solution adopted, the engineer is

also interested in two transformations on characters:
scaling and rotation, typically by 9 0 *.
use an output grid of a finer

Scaling means to

(scaling up) or coarser

(scaling down) mesh than the grid from which the code has
been derived; rotating means to use an output grid of the
same mesh size but at an angle with the original grid.
Coding along the lines makes rotation very difficult since
it so much differentiates one direction from the other.

But

even rotation on the matrix code is time consuming as soon
as the code cannot fit unpacked into the fast memory of the
computer.

Coding along the contours enjoys a simpler treat-

ment but the chain code is still linked to the initial
square grid and behaves well for 9 0 * rotations only.

As

far as scaling is concerned, all these schemes are equivalent inasmuch as the information they hold is almost entirely local in nature with respect to the grid, while the
quality of the scaling depends on the use of smoothed global
features.

Differences are in the way two dimensional neigh-

borhoods are obtained from the codes; a line

by

line stor-

age requires the fast memory to hold as many lines as
needed to cover the neighborhood.
straints,

In view of these con-

scaling is generally limited to linear operations

on the codes.
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for general encoding of black and white two dimensional
pictures,

several attempts have been made to deal with

type faces explicitly.

Type faces generally appear as

single connected areas on a background of opposite color.
Speed of printing being a concern and the architecture of
most digital computers being sequential, one problem is
to cover these areas, or the background,
the output grid, dot

by

as digitized on

dot in an efficient way.

A first

idea is to minimize the distance between two successive
dots and this leads to cover the areas in sweeps which
bounce from contour to contour.

Facsimile transmission

requires that the sweeps be along one direction of the
grid in one sequential pass along the other direction.
The use of cathode ray tubes as output devices gives total
freedom to the sweeps, and a built-in facility may allow
a solid vector be made from the ends of the sweep, thus
alleviating the task of the decoding algorithm, which can
work on a sweep basis instead of a dot basis.

Such a

scheme was used by M. V. Mathews in 1965 to produce characters on a grid about 15 dots per side

[20].

The code is

a collection of vectors which cover the character area due
to their finite width on the screen, and its size is approximately 300 bits per character.
is low.

The quality, of course,

Later Mathews applied his scheme on a finer grid,

about 35 dots per side

[21]:

the increase in quality is

-80paid for by a large increase in the code size, around
1000 bits per character.

This growth indicates that the

scheme is no better than the regular matrix code.

The

reason is that no attempt is even made to get rid of the
inside of the characters, since extra vectors are required
to render it, and that the contours themselves require
many vectors to approximate their rounded parts.
To overcome those difficulties, Mathews designed
another scheme wherein the characters are divided into
patches

[20].

Ideally a patch is a section across a stroke

of a character limited by two horizontal or vertical segments, and by the two contours of the stroke.

Each patch

is covered by successive sweeps along the direction of the
cut and the decoding algorithm only provides the start and
end points of each sweep, by reconstructing the contours
from a second order approximation.

The matrix size is

40 x 60, the code size about 600 bits per character.

Al-

though no indication is given on the speed of those schemes,
they must be rather fast.

However, the codes are derived

through human investigation, which requires much time and
effort.

In 1971 A. J. Frank improved the patch method by

largely automating the encoding part [22].

In her scheme

the two straight sides of a patch may not be parallel and
the contour approximation is obtained with parabolas whose
axes are either horizontal or vertical.

The matrix size

-81is over 150 x 150, the code size about 400 bits per character and the printing speed about 100 characters per second.
The encoding method is to arbitrarily break the contours
at the points of tangent at 0*

(mod 45*) with the grid.

Between consecutive breakpoints the approximation tries to
minimize the error between contour and parabola as well as
to preserve the smoothness of the contour at breakpoints.
The sizes of the matrix and of the code appear to be good,
but far more important is the general coding method:

the

information is concentrated in the contours of the areas
and those contours are encoded with curves of order higher
than one.

The advantage of the method is the following:

if at some point, one agrees the encoded contours do represent the character, this representation becomes independent
of the grid size and may be scaled up or down very easily,
whereas the polygonal approximation would show its irregularity if blown up in scale too much.

In a sense the code

size is bounded from above when n goes to infinity.

If

this point of view is not adopted, the rate of growth is
still as slow as log 2 n.

Rotation by 90* is easily done

with the patch method.
Another attempt to encode general black and white
planar pictures was made by the author in 1972, and especially applied to type faces

[24].

Here too, the contours

are encoded without human intervention.

Extrema in the
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to break the contours into parts which can be approximated
by splines of order three;

straight.segments and half-

circles are recognized when part of the contours and encoded as such.

The size of the matrix is over 150 x 150,

the code size about 2000 bits per character,
ing speed about 20 seconds per character.

Neither the code

size nor the printing speed are optimized.
is good.

and the print-

The quality

The difference with the patch method lies in the

output scheme, which is done in one pass, suitable for a
facsimile or dot printer device.

The simplicity of the

display is thought to be important as line by line output
devices gain more and more in precision, size, and speed
so as to be used for high quality printing.

Two hundred

lines per inch is currently available and 1000 lines per
inch would allow for almost any application.

To conciliate

the simplicity of the line by line scheme, as in run-length
coding, with the intrinsic power of contour coding,

as in

the patch method, the code is formatted into a tree structure.

The buffer space required to keep track of the con-

tours,

from line to line, is very small.

Scaling is

straightforward but rotation by 90* is not readily available.
Although the code size cannot be bounded when a polygonal approximation is taken,

such an approach is legitimate,

as the simplicity of reconstruction compensates for the loss

-83in compactness for larger n.

In 1973 B. G.

Baumgart

applied such a scheme to type faces, in an automatized
way with possible operator intervention [25].
of the grid is under 100 dots.
simple to implement.

The size

Scaling and rotation are

Polygonal encoding has received

more attention as a general coding scheme both from a
theoretical and practical point of view.

J. Ellis

[26] pro-

vides a useful reference and bibliography in the field.
He predicts a rate of growth of the polygonal code as

An log2 n.
Besides those directions, for which the speed and ease
of reconstruction is a primary aspect in encoding type
faces, there exist more involved attempts to reach the
ultimate compactness in code size; as technology makes
memory and processing power cheaper and faster, it is
advisable to mention some of these schemes here.

A. J.

Frank divided characters into blobs and applied statistical
encoding to yield a 300 bit character average on a 100 x
100 matrix, for exact rendition [23
and P. M. Vargo in 1968 [12]

(1973)].

H. W. Mergler

and the author, in the first

part of this thesis, have shown that flexible designs could
be achieved with as little as 100 bits per character on a
150 x 150 matrix.
Although useful to give some idea about the quality
and the efficiency of the codes, the size of matrix and the

-84size of the code are not to be compared without some precaution, since the character sets on which the schemes were
tried vary widely from author to author:

number of char-

acters, number of fonts, level of detail in the serifs, etc.
The quality of the final print is actually a very complex
matter, in which the final print medium, the development
process if any, the printing process itself, and the representation of the characters all play a part.
[4]

References

and [5] present some criteria along which one can judge

quality, whereas reference [30] studies some implications
on an impact printing process.

As far as digitized type

faces are concerned, print quality is linked to the logical
resolution given to the characters by the decoding algorithm
(nlpch in III.B),

and the physical resolution given to the

characters by the output device (nlpul in III.B).
ical resolution may be artificially

The phys-

increased by overlapping,

thereby smoothing out some of the quantizing noise [28].
Print quality for normal phototypesetting is worth some
attention too.

As this function evolved after foundry type

had been in use for many centuries, whether set by hand or
cast and set by a machine, the computer was asked to compete with the ordinary means by which foundry type achieved
good quality:

namely leading, justification, and hyphenation.

For example, this work uses a flying spot display which has
a 50% response at one third of its apparent resolution (i.e.
500 lines per inch); this induces some overlapping.

-85The fact that the characters were freed from their material
support, when exposed on recording film, did simplify kerning as transposed from foundry type jobs, but was not fully
exploited.

Proportional spacing was kept unchanged, each

character width being defined independently of all other
characters.

However,

the ultimate goal is to obtain the

same spacing between every pair of successive characters
in a word and balance it with the inner spaces of the characters, thus giving the line a uniformity pleasant to the
eye.

This implies that spacing should depend on pairs of

characters, not on isolated ones.

This was recognized by

David Kindersley in his essay on optical spacing [32],
1966, at least in some cases:
for lower case texts.

in

use of T, F, etc. as initials

Yet he fell short of extending this

remark to all possible cases.

In order to do a more com-

plete study, it was decided to upgrade the program previously
developed by the author [24] into a faster line setting
machine.
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The Program FRANCE
The main structure of the program,

"Font Retrieval:

A Natural Coding of Edges" or FRANCE in short, is kept
unchanged.

It

is made of three parts, two to derive the

code from the matrix representation of a character, and one
to reconstruct the character from its code.

As stated

earlier, the code is formed by the equations of the splines
which approximate the contours of the character between
breakpoints,

taken as the extrema in abscissa and ordinate

of the contours with respect to the grid.

The first part

of the coding phase follows the contours, rewrites them
with a chain code, finds the breakpoints and records this
information into a tree structure which translates the line
by line scan of the character.

The tree structure for an

a is illustrated in figure 16.

The first part itself goes

over the matrix in one pass, on a line by line basis, never
holding more than two lines of the matrix in core, together
with a dummy line.

It also recognizes horizontal and ver-

tical segments long enough to be considered straight.
Working on the tree output by the first part, the second
part of the coding phase finds the splines of order three
which best fit the contours between two successive breakpoints according to a mean square criterion.
package written by Carl de Boor and Rice [27].

It uses a
Routines

to recognize half-circles and skew straight segments have
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The tree structure of the French code.

been added to this package.

Whenever the portion of con-

tour to be approximated is short enough,

the spline becomes

a cubic; otherwise it is made of three cubics.

The equa-

tions replace the chain code into the tree structure and
the final code is saved on tape.
code to regenerate the
top to bottom.

The third part uses this

contours, following them again from

As a line is reached by the one-pass algo-

rithm, the latter outputs the location at which the contours cross the line, thus enabling a filler to color the
line into a two-level signal which drives the output device.
A minimum number of changes are made to FRANCE to speed
its decoding algorithm.

The first decision is to forbid

half-circles, which the second part tries to use to supersede two splines, if possible,

in a more compact setting.

Although the method would be less accurate, it should be
extended to half ellipses; as it is, it is not used often
enough to be retained for the next change.

The latter is

to convert the generation of the equations from their polynomial forms to a finite difference forrat,
done for the splines only.

and this is

It brings two advantages,

as

the reconstruction can now be done solely by means of additions.

The first advantage is a gain in speed since the

additions are much faster than multiplications, let alone
square-root extractions,
circles.

as previously required by half-

The second advantage is to ease the transcription

-89of the algorithm from Fortran IV to Macro 9, the assembly
language of the PDP-9, on which FRANCE runs.

All fractions

are handled in a fixed-point format.

This subsequently

increases the speed of the decoding.

Appendix II gives

some details on how the difference equations relate to the
polynomial equations.

The speed at which the character is

regenerated is now limited by the output device,

a flying

spot display designed for grey level pictures and whose
resolution is about 1500 lines to the inch.

Normally the

line is assembled into a core buffer, then sent to the display.

A faster way is to leave the background black by

itself and print the characters alone.

Of a line, only

the segments which belong to the character are now sent to
the display and an array of counters is used to represent
them in core, instead of a line buffer.
display time under the decoding time.

This brings the
All improvements

combined make the time required to study spacing affordable.
However, a major change remains to be done so that one
is able to set a text from the generation of individual
characters.

The text can be set on the display, thus making

full use of its high resolution.

All the problems inherent

in the finite length of a line of text,

justification,

hyphenation, etc., have received wide attention in the past

To avoid confusions, a line of text is always qualified as
such, while line by itself refers to a scan line on the
display.

-90and can be dismissed by making the line of text virtually
infinite in extent.

The display is therefore formatted as

a number of horizontal strips which, when cut apart and
abutted to one another, hold the line of text.
taken, however,

Care is

so that no character is cut into two at

the end of a strip.

Manual feeding of spaces at convenient

locations makes the photographs look even better without
retouching.

Ideally, the whole line of text should be

generated in one pass.

The buffers required to generate

one scan line for each of the characters of the text can
fit inside the PDP-9 core memory and the decoding algorithm
has little to be added to, so as to work in an interleaved
order.

Unfortunately,

the French code incorporates absolute

pointers to make the tree structure easy to follow and the
PDP-9 does not provide a base register to relocate such
information.

Because it is awkward to simulate such a re-

location, the code of a character is always loaded from the
place in which it has been derived.
tion must proceed character

by

Hence, the reconstruc-

character, which is made

possible by the fact that the output device is not really
constrained to a line by line scan.

This limitation comes

purely from the current implementation of the system and
is not a serious one as far as simulation and testing are
concerned.

The French code for the characters of a type

font are stored into and fetched from a unique dump file

-91on disk.
to

254

This font file contains its own directory for up
characters, together with the codes, abutted to one

another in a continuous stream of data which crosses block
boundaries on the disk.

This takes the least storage space

on disk, although it slightly increases the access time,

a

tradeoff which may be reversed.
It may be useful to discuss the efficiency of the new
version of FRANCE at some length.

At least some of the

problems encountered are common to other coding methods as
well.

More important is to give evidence to support a

judgment on the method adopted, as independent as possible
of the particular implementation chosen.

The fifty-two

basic characters of Times Roman Bold, as generated by the
program CSD, described in chapter III, were reencoded by
FRANCE, on their original 256 x 256 grid.
figure 17(a)

They appear in

as reconstructed by FRANCE from the French

code, with the same logical resolution.
compared to figure 12(d)
general faithful,

(bottom).

This is to be

The reproduction is in

although in some cases the general smooth-

ness of a curve gets offended at a breakpoint, as at the
inner bottom of the G or the inner top of the n.

A way to

avoid such inaccuracies is to allow an operator to retouch
the character on its original grid and code it again with
FRANCE.

Besides those defects,

the coding algorithm reveals
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-93a major flaw, as exemplified in figure 18.

From the char-

acter Q at top left, FRANCE reconstructs the character Q
in the middle.

The reason is that one spline only is taken

to span the lower part of the outer left contour of the Q.
But at the junction of the bow and the tail, there is on
this part a point which admits a half-tangent on the right
and a half-tangent on the left which are distinct, and such
an inner discontinuity cannot be matched by a spline.
the contrary it is smoothed out,
on both sides.

On

at the expense of the fit

The solution would be to recognize all points

which have no complete tangent and take them as breakpoints.
For simplicity two dots were retouched on the original grid
to indent the contour at that point, thus turning it into
an extremum, that is, a breakpoint under the normal definition.

The reconstructed version of the new grid appears as

the bottom Q in figure 18.

The indent is visible at that

magnification but not on figure 17(a).

The same problem

explains the failure of FRANCE to render faithfully the
right side of the right serif of the V on figure 18.
here another difficulty pops out:

But

the side should be en-

coded as a straight segment but fails to be so because it
is too short.

On the contrary the inner right side of the

Q holds a vertical flat part which is mistaken for a straight

This V does not belong to Times Roman Bold, but to Cheltenham Medium.
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Figure 18

-95segment:

this is because its length is above the threshold

which, at a given resolution,
ments from flat curves.

is set to tell straight seg-

Really the encoding algorithm

should call upon the operator to decide whether a flat part
is to be straight or curved; this could happen above a new
threshold, much lower than the previous one and character
dependent.

A last task is to deal with noise.

Because the

most accurate reproduction is wanted, FRANCE assumes the
input to be noise free.

But even a character generated by

a computer program like CSD may suffer from some noise due
to numerical inaccuracies.

An operator,

once again, should

be allowed some retouching on the digital grid input to
FRANCE, to remove that noise.
the V in figure 18.

An example is to be seen from

An error of one dot makes a spurious

extremum to appear at the bottom left

of the top V.

recorded on the bottom V, the reproduced version:

This is
the bot-

tom corner is justly rounded on its right but not on its
left.

As a side effect, better attention is given to the

top left of the same contour which explains why the left
serif is better rendered than the right one.

In conclusion,

points of first order discontinuity should be taken as breakpoints and the program should be made interactive to a small,
yet effective, degree,

to remove the last bits of noise,

retouch some contours and adjust the threshold for straight

-96segment detection.

This is believed to hold for most of

the contour coding methods.
The overall ability of FRANCE to encode and regenerate
characters is now to be weighted against its requirements
in terms of space and speed.

This is not very important

as far as the encoding algorithm is concerned,
not used in real time.

since it is

It is enough to say that the spline

approximation package, including the routine to recognize
skew straight segments, is responsible for its length and
bears the entire blame for its lack of speed:

some letters,

like the Q and the V of figure 18, take several minutes of
PDP-9 processing time.

The two parts of the encoding cannot

fit in core at once and must be overlaid with each other.
The code itself and the decoding algorithm are more crucial.
From the data base obtained for Times Roman Bold, the
average code length happens to be 285 18-bit words, or
roughly 5000 bits per character.

This fits the particular

use made of FRANCE by this work but is, of course, a very
loose upper bound on what can be achieved by the method.
Three major improvements should be made.

First, the tree

structure, which takes 15% of the code, could be encoded
more efficiently.

Some care must be taken in order to esti-

mate a better bound.

In the limit, the tree structure can

be made implicit at the expense of a more complex parsing
of the code at decoding time.

One may also choose to pack

-97the information on a bit basis, instead of a word basis.
To take a middle way, the better bounds claimed in the
sequel assumes an 8-bit byte unit without any packing of
numerical parameters or offsets across byte boundaries.
In that case, the tree structure would cost around 210 bits.
The application of the byte policy to all numerical parameters would further halve the length of the remainder of the
code.

This is obvious for integral coefficients since the

grid size happens to be 256.

For the fractions, such an

assumption must be supported by an analysis of their range
and the accuracy needed to encode them.
sented in appendix II.

A sketch is pre-

The only precaution would be to

expand the coefficients at decoding time so as to align
their respective fixed points.
length to about 2400 bits,

This would bring the code

including the tree structure.

The last major change to be done would be to encode the
skew straight segments effectively.
of FRANCE,

In the present version

a skew straight segment is often encoded as a

cubic whose higher order terms are zero.

It has not been

deemed necessary to correct this poor choice but this would
further save on the order of 100 bits per character.1
Hence; a more careful implementation of FRANCE would give
a total code length of 290 8-bit bytes, or 2300 bits per
1It would also speed up characters like A, V, etc., quite
visibly.

character or so.

This applies for normal body text type

fonts with serifs.

The code for a sans-serif type font

would be considerably shorter.

To the space taken by the

character code should be added, at run time, the buffer
space required to reconstruct the contours.

The maximum

buffer size ever used by a character is proportional to
the number of contours which a horizontal line can cross
simultaneously.

This varies from character to character

but would be averaged out if a whole line of text was set
at the same time.

For a line of 80 characters,

space needs not exceed 10,000 bytes.

the buffer

The computer code

itself is about 3000 bytes, for the character generator,
excluding the routines to accept input from the keyboard,
set up the line of text, and display it.
The average time to display a character, weighted by
the frequency of the characters in the English language,
is 1.90 seconds for upper case and 1.33 seconds for lower
case at the original resolution of 256 x 256.

This includes

the time to read the French code from disk, to generate and
send the character to the display.
on the character.

The time depends largely

Straight segments parallel to the axis

do not require any computation, while the generation of
splines and cubics takes a dozen of additions per point to
be displayed.

Besides,some characters have more complex

shapes than others:

I against W, for example.

The time

-99also depends on the logical resolution at which the charac-ters are output.

Unfortunately the present implementation

does not take full advantage of this fact.

If a 64 x 64

grid is used instead, the previous averages fall to 0.76
sec and 0.54 sec, respectively.
the almost total

But this is mainly due to.

disappearance of the display time.

The compu-

tation time is about the same as it is for a 256 x 256 grid.
Really it should be four times less.

The reason stems from

the way in which the splines are regenerated.

In order to

compute the crossings of a contour with each horizontal
line, with their orders of multiplicity,

the contour is

traced out from its

difference equation, point per point,

with a fixed step.

However,

the step is kept the same.

when scaling is performed,
Hence it takes as much time to

follow the contour on a coarse grid as on the original one.
Normally the size of the step could be increased in proportion, without any loss in quality, and the time would be
decreased in the same proportion.

In a similar fashion,

the step size should be decreased when the grid gets finer,
thus increasing the quality of the character by nonlinear
interpolation.

This feature exists in the old version of

FRANCE because it is easy to change the step on a polynomial
equation.

It is left aside in the new version with differ-

ence equations, but this should be changed.
gives the necessary indications.

Appendix II

A change in step size

-100would require 7 multiplications and 7 divisions per contour,
plus a few simpler operations, unless the change happens to
be by a power of 2.

In any case this is done only once per

contour, while the gain occurs at each point.

A software

package should achieve a speed of 10 characters per second,
of high quality, on a 64 x 64 grid.

Further gains in speed

could be achieved with hardware implementation.

One thing

should also be noticed, as technology makes microprocessors
more and more common.

Most of the computing time is spent

in following the contours of the characters.

However, this

computer code is less than 1024 bytes and can be recorded
into a unique shareable read-only memory module; the data
for each contour is less than 50 bytes; and the contours
can be followed in parallel since the only interaction between them is that all the crossings of a scan line must
have been output before the line is colored.

Hence the

following architecture could be conceived in which a normal
computer would distribute the contours of a line of text
to an array of 16 of those microprocessors

(or special hard-

ware devices), and synchronize and interleave their computations on whole scan lines, thus achieving a speed of
several hundreds to a few thousands of characters per second.
FRANCE can accept any scaling of the logical resolution
at which it outputs the characters.

The shortcomings of

the current version have been previously noted.

Figure 17

-101shows the same type font with the same physical resolution
but at different logical resolutions, respectively,

from

top to bottom, 256 x 256,

The

128 x 128, and 64 x 64.1

display could not render well the latter cases due to some
noise problem aggravated by the subsequent photographic
manipulations.
sized down.

Moreover, type faces cannot be arbitrarily

Thin parts have a tendency to disappear, while

thick parts become fatter and fill the inner holes of the
characters.

Type designers alter their models to balance

these effects, especially under 7 typographer's points.
Whereas scaling is easily done by FRANCE, rotating is more
of a problem.

This is because the tree structure is not

invariant under rotation.

Although individual contours

could be rotated on an individual basis, the line by line
scan would become impossible.

The 90* case, however, can

be solved with a small overhead.

In this case, the tree

structure is changed but its leaves are invariant since
extrema in abscissa and ordinate are simply exchanged.

A

second tree structure could then be added to the same character code to reflect the 9 0 * rotation.

Because the size

of a tree structure is 10% less than the numerical code
itself (on an optimized basis), the increase in length
would not be prohibitive for a facility which may be needed
to set picture captions,
1 These

for example.

numbers have been chosen for convenience.
61 x 61 could have been chosen as well.

A grid
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C.

Intra-Word Spacini
It is with this tool that the spacing problem was

given some attention.

There are three main ways in which

to space characters in a line.
trated in figure 13:

The worst one is illus-

there, a fixed uniform width is

assigned to each character of the font,

thus creating a

vertical structure from line to line which breaks the evenness of the reading.

Sufficient leading with respect to

the point size of the face cures this effect but the balance of the words is still affected by the fact that some
characters are too narrow to fill their allotted space.
Fonts for typewriters

are distorted on purpose to make

every character of the same width but this does not do for
high quality printing.

Any good printing is done with pro-

portional spacing wherein each character is set in a field
adjusted to its width.
finely,

This width is quantized, either

as for hot type,1 or coarsely, in which case the

maximum width may be worth 18 quanta, more or less,
ing on the precision of the system [31,5].
earlier,

depend-

As was mentioned

even proportional spacing has its limits.

The

total space which is assigned between two successive characters is the combination of the space on the right of the
leftmost character field and of the space on the left of

This should be called individual spacing, proportional
spacing being reserved for the coarsely quantized case.

-103the rightmost character field.

Unfortunately,

nation is not purely additive.

Any space is defined by the

shapes which surround it.

this combi-

The partial space at the end of

the character field is thus defined by the side of the character facing this end and the end cut.

But when two charac-

ters are put together, the common end cut disappears,

leaving

a totally new space as defined by the two opposing sides of
the characters.

Hence, character spacing is not separable

and should be based on pairs of opposing sides.

When the

composer is free to draw his design by hand, he takes this
into account in what is called optical spacing.

Optical

spacing can be simply implemented by recording the total
spaces for all character pairs.

However,

this is a signifi-

cant contribution to a font code, around 20%.

The following

study is an attempt to find a middle ground, giving the
quality of optical spacing for less than 2% of the code
length.
The first simplification is to put together the shapes
taken by a character side in as few classes as possible.
Only one class would give back proportional spacing, but
this lumps together very different shapes.
veloped for FRANCE has eleven classes

(see figure 21).

basic shapes are straight, either vertical
slanted

The scheme deThe

(I-like) or

(A-like or V-like), and curved, either concave (X-

like) or convex (0-like).

The space between two characters

-104is determined by the interaction of those basic shapes.
An A-shape interacts with a V-shape in the sense that kerning may be used to bring the edges as close to each other
as two I's can be.

Similarly an O-shape will attract an

X-shape, but also an A- and a V-shape.

This is not the

case when an A-shape, or a V-shape, are put with an I-shape:
the space between the two of the pair cannot be reduced
beyond that obtained when the lower or upper serifs touch
each other.

A fortiori with two A or two V shapes.

This

behavior can be encoded in an interaction matrix, independent
of the type font (see figure 21)
each character side.

and by listing the type of

The latter information may depend on

the type font, although the variations from font to font
are very small.

The second simplification is made in the

encoding of the numerical information.

Just as for propor-

tional spacing, the total space is separated into two, one
for each character side.
to some attraction,

However, when a side is subject

like a V or an A side, two parameters,

respectively called 1 and s, are recorded instead of one.
The second parameter is used to attract a matching side.
Depending on the degree of attraction, the total space may
be given by the addition of parameter 1 and parameter 1,
or s and 1, or 1 and s, or s and s.

Hence, while the sepa-

ration of the total space into two additive parts associated
with the individual characters may recall the defects of
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results, 11, sl, ls, and ss, depending on the specific pair
to be spaced.

At the same time the compactness of the code

is retrieved.

This does not come without some tradeoffs.

For example no s-parameter is given to 0-shapes in the
present version.

This saves bits but takes away some free-

dom from the coding of the interactions of the V, the A, and
the 0.
The scheme is illustrated in figure 19.

The text at

the top is a better setting of the text in figure 13, with
a different type font.
r-o.

Attractions are seen for F-a, v-e,

The text at the middle left shows some more:

a-y, k-e, a-v, f-a, t-y.

1-y,

Although kerning makes the attrac-

tion more conspicuous, the text at the middle right uses
the same algorithm,

but a uniform spacing has been added

between every pair at the printer's request.

The text at

the bottom is equivalent to the one in the middle left and
uses the tightest setting too.

The frames at the top of

figure 20 further illustrate the different interactions.
It should be noticed that in order to simplify the spacing
problem, upper case characters and lower case ones are
separated by a small fixed space, besides their normal
interaction.

This in effect makes capital initials slightly

stand out from the words they lead, while some kerning is
retained in case of attraction.

The scheme appears to be
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Faustus

sit tibi annus
qui

venit

Laetus ero
si tu anno
hoc

venies

Spacing properly

Spacing properl

is always difficult

is always difficu

kerning ligatures

kerning ligature

etc should be used

etc should be us

to avoid fat empty

to avoid fat empt

spaces which ap

spaces whi'ch ap
pear between cer

pear between cer

taIn characters

tain

characters

Spacing properly is always difficult
herning ligatures etc should be used
to avoid fat empty spaces which ap
pear between certain characters

Figure 19
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OVOID

AVOCADO
VOX
KOX
FALSE

avocat

ovoide

kox

vox

ozone

PART

ajone

fugue

OZONE

oyez

foie

ROYAL
PARIS Tete
de

la

Franvce

VoTe

LAME
LAME

NAVAL
NAVE
NAVY

NAVAL

NAVE
NAVY
NAVVY

NAVVY

Figure

20

-108satisfactory for lower case texts, with or without capital
initials.

Even if the examples given here may be improved

upon, this is more because the author is anything but
an artist, than in view of the algorithm.
signer,

A true type de-

conscious of the possibilities opened to him by

this scheme, would surely make good use of this greater
freedom.
However,
ters.

the scheme is incomplete for upper case let-

Optical spacing asks for uniformly distributed spaces

between characters.

Taking the following spaces,

and 0-0, as a reference,

I-I, I-0,

the scheme does bring attracting

sides to match the reference; V-A, 0-Y, etc.

But it leaves

repulsing sides without any treatment, since they cannot
match the reference without overlapping.

Hence not all

spaces are made perceptually equal and optical spacing is
not achieved.
texts.

This is not very important for lower case

Ligatures have been designed to allow overlapping

in the worst cases, as in ffi

(see 'difficult' in figure 19),

and the present scheme does not discard this practice.

For

upper case texts, on the contrary, the difficulty cannot be
so easily dismissed.

The space between the L and the A in

the upper case LAME in figure 20 appears distinctly broader
than the space between the M and the E.
may be the following.

The solution here

Let repulsing sides be brought to

the reference by overlapping them by quantity a.

Then, for

-109every word which has a repulsion in it, let a be added to
all spaces.

All spaces will thus be made equal to the

reference plus a and the overlapping will disappear.

This

change does not add too much to the code because a may be
taken independently of the repulsion.

The spacing algorithm,

on the other hand, is modified in as much as it now operates
on a word basis,

instead of a single pair at a time.

The

new scheme is exemplified with the lower LAME in figure 20.
This is still not perfect:

the bottom left words appear

better spaced than the bottom right ones, tnough the new
scheme is applied on the right, not on the left.

The reason

seems to stem from the N-A pair which is not counted as a
repulsion.

As a consequence a is added to its normal spacing

in the words NAVY and NAVVY because of the repulsion due
to the V-Y and V-V pairs.
too wide.

The resulting N-A space becomes

The remedy would be to distinguish several classes

of repulsion,

the pair N-A being not neutral but less of a

repulsion than the pair V-Y.

It is felt that two levels of

repulsion would be enough to get a consistent optical spacing.

Two quantities would be defined, a and b, and the

algorithm would add the strongest repulsion encountered in
a word, be it a, b, or 0, to all pairs brought to the reference.
The interaction ratrix which appears in figure 21 bears
the repulsions as well as the attractions.

The stronger

type
on the
right
on the
left
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Archtypes are given on the top line for the right side;
examples are given on the leftmost column for the left side,
letter sides whose type may vary are underlined.
Figure 21.

The interaction matrix.

-111repulsion is noted x, the weaker one c.
the reference

1-1.

Blanks stand for

This matrix appears to have a lot of

structure, besides being quasi-symmetric.

This can be

exploited to reduce the matrix look-up to a simple functional algorithm, which is recalled to be independent of
the font.

Only 66 PDP-9 instructions are used,

in the

present implementation, to compute the kind of attraction
from the classes of the two facing sides.

The price paid

to implement the spacing scheme is therefore very small in
computer time, in computer code, and in character code.
Once again,

the scheme may be improved upon.

It

should

profit, too, from the skill acquired in the study of proportional spacing which it
ing.

includes under the form of 1-1 spac-

As an example, one should read David Kindersley's

essay [32] on how to make the best of proportional spacing
with a scheme where spaces are not solely based on mathematical areas but take the bordering shapes into account.
The present scheme extends the power of Kindersley's method
and shows that computerized phototypesetters could and
should incorporate optical spacing, thus opening the way
to truly high-qualiy printing.
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ENCODING SERIES AND FAMILIES OF TYPE

In the preceding chapters, type fonts are considered
as independent units taken from the set of possible printed
fonts.

Indeed it is the way a type designer first thinks

of a new font.
tives.

But he has soon to care for many deriva-

The small capitals,

original shapes,

the italics must complete the

not to mention non-alphabetical ones.

Then the artist worries about the small but significant
changes which the font undergoes from the larger point
sizes to the smaller ones.

Last but not least, a success-

ful design will call for a whole family of relatives, be
they bold, extended, condensed, etc.

That those deriva-

tives owe much to the basic font is clear both from the way
designers work and from a comparison of their productions.
Hence the idea of using those relationships to obtain the
derivatives from the original drawings in a mechanical way
has tempted more than one engineer.

Typical examples are

to produce a small point size by the uniform contraction of
a larger size,
an italic

or to slant an upper case upright design into

version.

Yet type designers

(see in [28])

have

claimed that the relationships are by no means mechanical,
the number of retouchings being equivalent to new, independent designs.

Eventually designers should be trusted on

their own trade, but it remains to see how far a machine

-113can go to render the relationships,
touchings.

leaving aside the re-

This is the philosophy already adopted in

chapters II and III.
This leads naturally to the same method:

a model is

first proposed to explain the data, which, in the present
case, is made of one leading copy of a font together with
its derivatives;

the model is then illustrated by the out-

put of some computer program and it is left to the reader
to decide whether the results are close enough to the data,
to validate the model as a useful approximation.
The model which is postulated in this chapter is very
simple.

The relationships have already been described in

the typographic literature;
"Bold:

for example:

a thickness of stroke appreciably greater

than normal"

[1]

"Condensed:

rather narrower than standard"

"[Italics:]

the reduced width of the individual

characters usual to this style..."

[1]

[28].

And these relationships call for different transformations
on what chapter II.B defines as families of parameters:
thickness, horizontal extension, etc.

But because the

model of II.B distinguishes between these families,

it is

precisely possible to apply a different transformation to
each one of them at the same time.

Boldening will be

achieved by increasing the thicknesses while holding
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The

nature of the relationships is not, however, as simple as
stated in the quotations.

Yet a more complete explanation

may still retain the family structure.

For instance,' the

model in II.B distinguishes between thick and thin thicknesses.

The two families do not react in the same way to

boldening:

thin strokes are much less affected than thick

ones because the latter, not the former, bear

the weight

of the face; at the same time, the horizontal extensions
are slightly increased to alleviate the subsequent diminution of the inner spaces of the characters.

Likewise,

angles participate in compression as well as horizontal
extensions do,

and so forth.

In short, the model accepts

a basic transformation on one or several families and allows
retouchings inasmuch as they are global with respect to
families.
To illustrate the capabilities of the model, three
examples have been chosen,
already encoded by CSD.

to be derived from one type font

This is something less than an ex-

tensive verification but seems enough to test the soundness
of the hypotheses.

The CSD reproduction of Times Roman Bold

is first estimated as a 22-point type face;
arbitrary,

this is somewhat

since the original copy is only known to be a

display face [3]; but the larger point sizes are quite close

-115to being deduced from one another by mathematical dilatations.

From it,

italics are derived, for upper case only,

since lower case letters take on specific shapes besides
the general slant given to the upright equivalent letters.
A light version,
is also derived.

for both upper and lower case letters,
Last, the 22-point original version is

scaled down to 11 point and 6 point.
In order to carry out this work, the different derivations are first defined in terms of families.

Italics are

defined by a 16* slant applied to a face whose thick thicknesses and horizontal extensions are slightly reduced with
respect to the original face

(linear factor:

0.9).

The

light version is derived from the bold one by scaling down
thick thicknesses sharply

(linear factor:

ones less so (linear factor:
on horizontal extensions

2/3), but thin

5/6), while mildly cutting

(linear factor:

15/16).

The

l-point version is obtained from the 22-point one by an
ordinary contraction (a linear factor of 1/2 common to all
dimensioned families), while the 6-point version is deduced
from the 11-point one using a differential affine contraction:

namely, the value of a dimensioned parameter is no

longer set to 0 for 0 point size, but to some threshold
depending on the family

(the horizontal extensions have the

highest threshold, then the heights, the thick thicknesses
and the thin ones, respectively).

-116The second step is to apply these functional definitions to the character code obtained from CSD.

There is a

difficulty here, because all the parameters used by CSD do
not fall into the family categorization:

as stated in

III.A, CSD was derived while the model of chapter II was
still incomplete.

For instance, the thick thickness of the

0-bow is not included in CSD, which uses the horizontal extension of the inner hole instead, coupled with the total
extension.

Another important example is given by quite a

few parameters, each of which is, by nature, proportional
to some leading value, itself belonging to a family.

What

should have been encoded is the proportion ratio, not the
derived numerical value which would not be correctly transformed under the affine contraction used to obtain the 6point version.

It is possible, however,

to change the param-

eters in question so that every value will fit into the
family structure of the model, thus simulating a generating
program closer to the final version of the model.

The param-

eters for a derived font can then be computed by a simple
algorithm to which are supplied the functional definition
of the derivation,

its different coefficients and the modi-

fied character code for the original font.
may be common to several derivations:

The first input

a linear scaling

whose factor depends on the parameter family can be used
in many cases.

While this first input is font independent,

-117the second input, made up by the coefficients of the functional definition, need not be so:

boldening may be done

by 2 as well as by 3/2, depending on the font; the number
of coefficients is small enough not to cost much in terms
of memory space.

From the third input, the parameter

list,

the algorithm gets not only the values it operates on, but
also the families they belong to, because this is independent of the type font, hence implicitly encoded in the
ordering of the list.

The output is converted back into

a character code acceptable by CSD, which is then used to
obtain the photographs of the derived font.

In fact, the

sizes lower than 20 points are digitally enlarged before
they are displayed, to get more precision; they are eventually reduced to the correct size b

the Autokon,

an elec-

tronic process camera developed at ECRM in Bedford (Mass.).
The different results appear in figure 22.,
To avoid bad looking characters, a very few parameters
have been actually retouched by hand.
sion,

For the italic ver-

the horizontal extension of the N given by the algo-

rithm has been increased by 4% and the slope of the Z has
been decreased.

For the light version, the extensions of

the M and the N have been modified.

And for the 6-point

version, serif lengths have been modified for the m, n, w,
x, and y.

Those modifications should be counted together

with the defects that are left

untouched,

such as the

-
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-119uneven treatment of the caps of J's and j's.

It should be

noticed that some of the defects may be traced back to
original encoding of Times Roman Bold rather than the derivation itself.

Defects which are not inherent to the pro-

grams are commented on in appendix III, as far as the author
can tell.

Defects inherent to the derivation may be clas-

sified in three categories.
The first kind of error is to fail to distinguish a
family and to lump it with another with which it may or may
not have much in common.

The case of the serif width of

the I-stem is a good example.
width as its parameter1

CSD takes the total serif

(see figure 8).

It is felt, though,

that the width of overhang of the serif on either side of
the stem is a better parameter, deduced from the former by
subtracting the stem width and dividing by two.

Indeed,

the overhang width of serifs for thick and thin stems are
close to one another, while the difference in thickness of
the stems masks this relation on the former parameter.
The latter is therefore the one to be considered by the
derivation.

Somewhat arbitrarily the family nature of

those overhangs is deemed to be proportional to thin thicknesses, but they could very well form a family by themselves.

This is enough to place the serif relative to the vertical
stem, assuming symmetry.

-120The second kind of error is related to the first.
If the rules of proportion which relate the parameters
in one family to one another are too weak, as is the case
when different families are compounded together, the application of a common transformation to these parameters
will give poor results.
the better it behaves.

The more homogeneous the family,
The loosest family seems to be

the one made by horizontal extensions.

Even if the results

given in figure 22 may be acceptable at first glance,

a

type designer will probably first retouch the extensions.
The previous errors show up against the first hypothesis of the model:
lies.

that is,

the inner consistency of fami-

The next error is against the second hypothesis:

that the families so chosen are independent from one
another.

What is meant by independency is not that the

choices of the design are totally free from family to
family:

a good design, on the contrary, is a delicate

balance between all parameters;
good design has been obtained,

but it means that once a
a derivation preserving the

family structure should not break this balance but preserve
the goodness of the design.

However,

there exist contex-

tual relations to link parameters across family boundaries.
For instance, heights, horizontal extensions, and angles
are related by the bluntness of the corners formed by
strokes of opposite slants.

Horizontal extensions and

-12 1thick thicknesses are linked through the inner spaces of
the characters.

The serif widths of adjacent stems depend

on the horizontal separation of the stems.

What can be

done is to preserve some average by carefully balancing the
different transformations for each family:

as was seen

earlier, boldening retouches the horizontal extensions,
etc.

But this global balancing is sometimes insufficient.

What should be added is a small amount of contextual
analysis which would automatically adjust the cases caught
off balance.

Some parameter values may be changed, some

primitive routines should be made more flexible.

A typical

example is the treatment of the caps for bold characters:
the inner space between a bold cap and the bold stem which
bears it is often preserved by carving away the inside of
the stem facing the ball.
The previous discussion reveals some modifications to
make on both CSD and the derivation algorithm.

But more

important is the feeling that an acceptable tradeoff may
be reached between the designer and the machine.

On the

one hand, it is shown that a trivial number of bits, often
less than 50, is enough to derive a font from a known font,
and that the quality of this new font is not to be dismissed.

On the other hand, an artist would make many re-

touches to this font to make it good-looking and the result

-122would probably still be far from what he would have derived
himself in the first place.

However, the very retouches

can be encoded with a CSD format,

thus allowing a smooth

transition between the length of an original character code
(140 bits per character)

and the length of a derived code

(less than 1 bit per character!),

and this choice could be

adjusted for the available memory space.
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Chapter VI
CONCLUSION

Three contributions have been made to the generation
of Roman printed fonts:

a descriptive model, a generating

program, CSD, to which can be linked the algorithms studied
in chapter V, and a line setting program,

FRANCE.

FRANCE is but one step towards using digitized type
for printing purposes; much improvement has to be done to
enhance FRANCE's basic ability to set up type in a one pass
sweep.

Yet, FRANCE proves to be a good tool for the labora-

tory, to make up lines of type at will,
base and in a reasonable amount of time.

from a small data
This was used to

show that spacing should become more flexible in modern
phototypesetting, whether it stores the fonts under a digitized format or not, since this is independent of the setting
controls.
Although CSD is more remote than FRANCE from daily
practice,

its qualities may prompt several applications.

The first feature of the program is certainly the compactness
of the character code it provides.

Cases of interest would

be for type manufacturers and printing houses which have a
large set of fonts and want to use them in a computerized
environment.

Fonts come in series of different point sizes,

families of different variations, and their number can grow
from a hundred to several thousands.

It becomes cumbersome
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when many of them are not used so frequently.

An applica-

tion of CSD would be to encode these fonts into read-only
memories, which would act as a cheap secondary storage
space.

In a few minutes or a few seconds, depending on the

power of the decoder,

a whole font could be regenerated

into a digitized format, readily usable by the main computer
system, filling a large but recyclable primary storage.
The second feature of CSD is to be easily understood
by humans without extensive training.
way for digitizing a type font.

This provides a new

This operation is necessary

whenever an existing type font has to be used in a computerized environment.

It is done by scanning a high quality,

enlarged master of each character of the font.
scanning is never noise free,
formed.

Because the

retouching must also be per-

Such a process could be replaced by a program very

much like the present version of CSD.

Indeed,

this is how

the reproductions of the four fonts taken as a trial set
were obtained.

The cost of the special hardware for the

operation is much reduced since the special scanner is replaced by any good graphic display.
old fonts is but one aspect.

Furthermore,

copying

The operator may be a type

designer looking for new patterns consistent with the Roman
style.1
1 Diamond

It is true that a type designer will always feel

Limousin, part of which appears on the dedication
page, is a modest attempt by the author.

-125constrained by the program.
First,

But the gains are alluring.

there are the services offered by any computerized

graphic system:

fast response time relative to what it

takes to think about shapes, possibility to discard many
drafts without wasting hard copy output; possibility to
set up lines of type digitally so that the interaction between the characters could be perceived at once and proof
copies taken by a display processor.

But besides those

advantages, CSD helps the type designer to respect the constraints he is willing to comply with, though without any
compulsion, because it models those constraints in the way
parameters are shared among letters and primitives.

The

latter constraints are only identities, but any of the
numerical relationships developed in the model could also
be used to complete the partial description of a font under
design:

with this better CSD, the artist's creation of a

character would always be embedded in the whole font,
whether specified by hand or by default.

The very fact

that even an improved version of CSD will not be a perfect
replica of tho ordinary tools of the designer is not a basic
flaw.

Whenever a new generation of tools begin to compete

successfully with an older one, artists, who always try to
conciliate the aesthetic quality of their work with the
requirements imposed by ever changing printing processes,
will start finding good ways to cope with the new limitations
as well as making a profit of the new possibilities.

For

-126example,

a type designer could certainly come up with fonts

which would gracefully undergo the derivations of chapter V.
Last, CSD has a low operating cost and its flexibility
and modularity may attract more customers.

The type de-

signer mentioned above may be a free-lance artist who wants
to draw letters on a poster.
existing faces,

he

special job at hand.

Although he may want to use

may as well create his own for the
Whether adapting an old one, whose

code he has, by varying the values of some parameters,

or

creating from scratch, he may not need to design a whole
font, just some of the characters,

in the very relative

disposition they have on the poster.

Coupled with a layout

program, CSD will ask for no more than is needed.
speed is high enough for such a purpose.

Its

To regenerate a

character each time it is used may be better than to store
all of the digitized patterns, more memory space being
available to hold the layout till it becomes acceptable for
hard copy.
The model developed for character description, though
theoretical, may itself be of some practical usage,

for it

is worth applying to automatic character recognition.

Be-

cause the model is valid over a large class of body text
fonts, it may provide a way to handle the multifont problem
for printed matter, dismissing the need to store many fonts
a priori.

Because the description separates in a character

what is from the letter and what is from the type font,

-127an analytic way to recognize the letter

and to predict

further information on the type font from the observation
of one character should become possible without any a priori
information on the character shape, except that it comes
from a Roman printed type.
training.

This leads to readers without

At last the fact that primitives have shapes

much simpler than characters may enable a reader based on
primitive recognition to be less sensitive to certain kinds
of noise, such as kerning effects,

missing parts, etc.

The work which has been presented here makes no claim
to perfection.

It has been done in too limited a time span,

without any training of the author in typography prior to
this thesis; it may have acquired unwanted biases from the
fonts which were used as a trial set but somewhat also as
a learning set.

Yet this work will have achieved its goal

if its imperfection is not to be in error, but to be
incomplete,
of its

thus leaving place for an harmonious growth

potentialities.
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Appendix I

A character has at least one basic stroke and at most three
(from part VI of the grammar in chapter II.C):
(1) choose two.
A basic stroke is a thick principal stroke (part VI) and
a thick principal stroke is either a stem or a bow (part
II):

(2) choose one stem and one bow.
Then they are linked
Furthermore

(part V):

(part VI).
the
the
the
the

stem is tall, normal, vertical
bow is opened on the left
stem is linked on the right
links are junctions.

The stem may be either majuscule or minuscule.
Since it
is normal, it cannot be undifferentiated (part II):
(3)

choose the stem to be majuscule.

Then the stem is an ascender (part II).
Furthermore the bow is tall

(part VI).

A tall bow may be either condensed or normal

(part II):

(4) choose the bow to be normal.
Then the bow is an ascender

(part II).

Furthermore it is linked to the stem at top and bottom
(part V).
The character may not have anything else but a stem, a bar,
or a special stroke (part VI).
However, the character does not fit the descriptions of
part VII for having a special stroke;
bows and thick stems are barred by choice
part VI;

(1) in view of

-132the presence of a thin stem would be contradictory with
part V:
(5) hence the character generated so far is a terminal
node.
It is called D.

)

Part III may then be used to determine the serifs.
Accordingly, the stem has two slabs, at top and bottom, cut
away on the right.

-133Appendix II
Finite Difference Equations for a Polynomial of Order Three

1.

Given the cubic- of equation
Y(X) = a0 + a1 X + a2x2

+ a3x3

compute

Y(X0 ),

Y(X0 +H), Y(X 0 +2H),

...

Y(X0 +nH)

...

in a recursive way, with additions only.
First make the change in variable:
x

+

x =

(X-X0 )/H,

so that the equation becomes
y(x) = b 0 + b1 x + b 2x2 + b 3x3
and the quantities to be computed:
y(0),

Then define:

y(l), y(2),

...

d(n-l)

=

y(n)

-

y(n-1)

dd(n-1)

=

d(n)

-

d(n-1)

ddd(n-1) = dd(n)

-

y(n)

dd(n-1).

We have:
ddd(n-1) = d(n+l)

-

2d(n) + d(n-1)

= y(n+2)

-

3y(n+l) + 3y(n)

= 6b3 , a constant.

- y(n-1)

-134Hence:

y(n) = y(n-1)

+ d(n-1)

d(n) =

d(n-1)

dd(n) =

+ dd(n-1)
dd(n-1)

that is, from {y(n-1), d(n-1), dd(n-1),
d(n),

pute {y(n),

dd(n),

+ 6b3
6b3 }, one can com-

6b3 } with three additions and

this recursive computation can be triggered by {y(0), d(0),
dd(0),

6b 3 }.

2.

The conversion formulae are the following:
b 0 =a0

+ aX0 +a

=

b

2

3 + a30

X

(a1 + 2a 2 X0 + 3a 3 X2 )H

(2a)-

b2=

b3

=a

(a2 + 3a 3x0)H 2
3H3

y(0) = b0
(2b)

=
dd(0) =
ddd(0) =

3.

+ b2 + b 3
b11d()
2b2 + 6b3
6b 3

Given the finite difference equation at point X0

and of step H for some cubic Y(X), namely {y(0), d(0),
dd(0), ddd(0)} with the notations of (1),
for the same cubic, find the difference equation at
the same point X 0 , but of a different step H', namely

-135{y'(Q), d'(0), dd'(0), ddd'(0)} with the notations of (1)
primed.
First notice from (2a)

that:
i = 0,1,2,3.

b!/Hui = b./Hi

i

3-

(3a)

Second notice that (2b) may be inverted into:
b3 = ddd(0)/6

b1=

[dd (0) -ddd (0) ]/2
d(0)

-

(b2 +b 3

)

(3b).- b2 =

b 0 = y(0)
Last,

link

(3b),

(3a) ,

and (2b)

yield the conversion algorithm.

primed,

in this order,

to

This conversion requires:

7 multiplications
7 divisions
4 additions
2 subtractions
4 one-step shifts.
Given the finite difference equation at point X
0

of step H,

for some cubic Y (X) ,

namely {y (0) ,

d (0) , dd (0)

ddd(0)} with the notations of (1),
find how the round-off errors made on the starting
coefficients propagate to the n-th step,

on the value of

y(n).

A simple verification by recurrence shows that the
error on y(n)

is equal to:

,

4.

-136e[y(0)] + e[d(0)]n + e[dd(0)1on(n-l)/2
+ e[ddd(0)]n(n-1) (n-2)/6.
Hence,

if

the error on the last term is not to be any

greater than 1 and if the last term is always reached after
at most 2N steps, a possible way to meet the requirement
is to define:
y(O) with 3 bits of accuracy after the binary point,
d(O) with N+3 bits of accuracy after the binary point,
dd(O)

with 2N bits of accuracy after the binary point,

ddd(O) with 3N bits of accuracy after the binary point.
It

must be added that the range of ddd(0)

and dd(0)

is very small; on the basis of casual observations,
is bounded by 1/8 and

|ddd(O)|

jdd(0) j by 1/2.

If N is set to 8, 16 bits should be enough to hold each
of y(0), d(0)

and dd(0)

and 24 bits to hold ddd(0).
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Comments on the Plates
The prints were first composed and displayed with the
flying spot scanner.

Polaroid photographs were taken, on

which the characters appeared white on black.

From there,

all prints, except the right column of plate 13, were obtained without enlargement nor reduction, by two photographic processes.

The latter, by contact print, proved

to be the most faithful; it was used for the dedication
plate and the left column of plate 13.

The right column

of plate 13 used the Autokon.
Plate 1 is most faithful.

On the second line of fig-

ure 2, the F and the L were dropped by the scanner and
second shots had to be pasted on the Polaroid photograph:
the alignment is not perfect.
While the tops of plates 2 to 5 are faithful to the
originals, the Dottom replicas suffer various distortions.
For all, the tops of the first characters on the first line
and the left parts of the characters in the first column
have been shortened either by cutting or by shrinking.

In

plate 2 the characters have been significantly boldened;
in plate 3, the thin parts have been partly lost;

in plate

5 the serifs have been shrunk, especially for the lower
case.

-138Plate 6 features the same font as plate 2 but the
boldening has been followed by a severe truncation of the
thin strokes.
Plates 7, 8, and 10 are faithful.
Plate

9

reproduces at its top the same font as plate

5, but this time boldened.

The lower fonts did not retain

their thin parts.
Plates

11 and 12 suffer from boldening and thinning

at the same time.
reference.

The dedication plate is a much better

The second A of the rightmost "NAVAL" on plate

12 has suffered a small cut in the photographic process.
Some errors were due to bad typing of the parameters
or incorrect appreciation of the originals.
version

In the 6 point

(plate 13), the serifs of the first line for upper

case were made too long and the line was printed again with
the right values;
characters

the same error appears in some lower case

as well

(p, q, r).

Also on plate 13, a differ-

ence appears between the h and the n and u of the light
version:

it does not come from the algorithm, though!

All other apparent mistakes are likely to come from the
different algorithms and the lack of ability of the author
to use them.

The worst cases involve the serifs of Basker-

ville (too thin)

and the serifs for Times Roman Bold

long for most lower case characters).

(too
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